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Honor Council announces planned constitutional changes 
by Sara Maurer 

The Honor Council revealed the 
details of the proposed revisions to 
the Honor Code at Monday night's 
Student Association Senate meeting. 
Copies of the Honor Code constitu-
tion and by-laws, which included the 
22 possible changes, were presented 
to all senate members in attendance. 

The 22 proposed constitutional 
changes include the accordance of 
full voting status to freshman repre-
sentatives, the eradication of a loop-
hole which allows an accused stu-
dent to withdraw from the university, 
the addition of a word to the Honor 
pledge, an amendment to the powers 
of the council, and a restructuring of 
the appeals process. 

The procedural changes, as yet 
not prepared for Burnett's approval, 
will require only approval by the 
Honor Council to go into effect These 
changes include the provision hold-
ing the accu sed accountable for state-
ments made during the investiga-
tion, and the pursuit of perjury 
charges against those who lie to the 
Honor Council. 

Bluebook Revisions Committee 
Chair Chad Fargason emphasized 

the tentative nature of the modifica-
tions. "All of these changes have been 
approved by the Honor Council, but 
not by Dean [of Students] Sarah Bur-
nett* Burnett, who received a copy 
of the proposed revisions on Mon-
day, was unavailable for comment 

Those changes to the constitu-
tion and by-laws which meet Burnett's 
approval will then be presented to 
the student body for further discus-
sion. After discussion they may be 
rewritten and presented to Burnett 
again. These changes will then be 
placed on a general ballot for the 
student body's approval. 

Blue Book Revisions Committee 
member Abigail Martin explained 
that the revised code would allow the 
freshman representatives, appointed 
by the Honor Council, to serve as 
voting members after observing two 
trials." In the past we've had the power 
to nominate them as voting mem-
bers when the circumstances called 
for it" she explained, pointing out 
that many freshmen had served on 
cases in the past "Wewould be treat-
ing them the same as any first-year 
sophomore, junior or senior Honor 
Council member, who also are only 
required to observe two trials before 
obtaining voting status." 

In answer to a senate member's 
question as to whether a freshman's 
lack of experience in working under 
the code would impair his ability to 
enforce it, Martin said, "I feel that 
freshman can feel the ideals of the 
Honor Code as strongly as any up-
perclassman, and understand what it 
means to operate under such a sys-
tem." 

The Honor Council eliminated 
altogether an accused student's op-
tion to withdraw for two semesters 
from the university in order to avoid 
atrial. In a prior interview, Blue Book 
Revisions Committee member Steve 
Hackney explained the removal of 
this option as "the closing of a loop-
hole which has prevented the Honor 
Council from doing its job." 

The Honor Council has also pro-
posed aone-word change to the honor 
pledge which would specify that a 
student has not given or received 
"any unauthorized aid" on his work. 
Fargason explained that this modifi-
cation had been added at the urging 
of several professors, who were con-
cerned about the specificity of the 
pledge. 

Jones President Kenny Herz ex-
pressed reservations about chang-
ing the pledge. "I don't think 'unau-

SA Senate delays results of student survey 
by Steven Bryant 

The Student Association Senate 
has tabulated the results of the stu-
dent survey on Rice athletics which it 
conducted in November, but has 
decided not to release the results 
until after Feb. 3, the last day of the 
football recruiting season. 

According to Kenny Herz, Jones 
College president and head of the 
senate committee which conducted 
the survey, the delay isf necessary to 
insure that no potential football re-
cruits for next season are deterred 
from coming to Rice simply because 
of the results in the survey. 

"We dont want anyone to sensa-
tionalize these numbers and u se them 
to hurt the university's recruiting 
program.... The report certainly 
won't, but we don't want it miscon-
strued," he said. 

During its Jan. 23 retreat, the sen-
ate tallied the results of the student 
survey and discussed its implications. 
It voted unanimously to delay the 

release of the report—scheduled for 
Jan. 24—until Rice had all of its re-
cruits for next year in place. 

Because the Feb. 3 deadline ap-
plies only to the football recruiting 
season, other athletic programs will 
still have to recruit after the release 
of the survey. Willis Wilson, head 
coach of the men's basketball team, 
said, "We [the basketball program] 
have a month signing period in early 
November, and a month signing pe-
riod in- April...recruiting in college 
athletics for basketball is ayear-round 
event." About the timing of the 
survey's release, Willis added, "This 
has no real effect on basketball." 

Herz stated that the senate was 
concerned that other universities 
might use the survey against the Rice 
recruiting effort even though its re-
sults indicated a significant level of 
support among the student body for 
the present athletic program 

Herz argued that "coaches from 
other schools would love it if 10 to 15 
percent [of the Rice student body] 
were opposed to Division I-A with 

footbalL.then the coach from another 
school can say '15 percent of Rice 
doesn't want you' to Rice's prospec-
tive recruit. Any part of the survey 
could be used by other schools to 
hurt the Rice program." 

Herz explained that the senate's 
delaying action was intended only to 
prevent any competing schools from 
using the report in this manner. 
"Nothing in the report will hurt 
athletics...we just don't want to do 
anything to harm the u niversity," said 
Herz. 

Fred Goldsmith, head coach of 
the Rice football team, agreed with 
the senate's decision to delay the 
release of the survey until after Feb. 
3. Goldsmith added that "anything 
[in the survey] that could be used 
negatively would be by other schools. 
Any hint that anybody can grab, 
they'll use. It's a very vicious game— 
the recruiting among the universi-
ties." He also noted, "This is the best 
recruiting season we've ever had, but 
nothing is finalized until after [Feb.] 

SEE SURVEY, PAGE 9 

Better to light a candle. 

Three students' candles light the way as students participate in the Take Back the Night march against rape. 

thorized' will make that big of a dif-
ference. The pledge has been the 
pledge for a long time. I feel like 
they're just changing it for change's 
sake." 

The Honor Council also proposed 
a new article to the constitution ad-
dressing the powers of the council. 
This article would allow the council 
to "make minimal exceptions, in let-
ter, not in spirit" to the constitution of 
the Honor Code. Fargason cited a 
case tried at the end of this summer 

in which the unavailability of Honor 
Council members made modifica-
tions in the trial procedure neces-
sary. "The dean of students ques-
tioned the conviction because there 
were no constitutional grounds for 
the procedure," Fargason said, add-
ing that this article would prevent 
similar circumstances from arising 
in the future. 

Baker President Mark Vital was 
wary of the change. "It seems like the 

SEE HONOR. PAGE 9 

You and what army? 

Joe Harvell of Ole Mississippi tries in vain to keep Scott Tynes from 
scoring in Wednesday's game. Rice won,72-67. 

Climbers scale Brown, find 
possible Archi-Arts date 
by Sei Chong 

Rice University Campus Police 
were called to Brown when a resi-1 

dent reported two people climbing 
the outside of the building. 

At 2:25 a.m. Jan. 23, Brown sopho-
more Diane Redszus heard shuffling 
noises outside her fourth-floor win-
dow and looked outside to find a pair 
of feet on the ledge outside her win-
dow. 

She asked the person for his name 
and college, which he gave her, iden-
tifying himself as Sid Richardson 
freshman Emeka Koren. Redzus said 
she heard another voice calling to 
Koren, who then climbed down. The 
other student remains unidentified. 

During the conversation between 
Redzus and Koren, Jenna 
Christensen, Redszus' roommate, 
called the campus police. The cam 
pus police arrived as Koren and the 
other climber left. 

Around 3 a.m., the police visited 
Koren's room at SRC. 

There was no report filed, just a 
dispatch," said Campus Chief of Po-
lice Mary Voswinkel. "We discour-
aged him not to do it, but we don't 
know of any penalty. He could have 
been accused of being a peeping torn 
as well as falling down and busting 
his head open," she said. 

"We decided to climb Brown for 
the fun of it," Koren said. "It's really 
not as dangerous as people think 

because you don't put yourself in an 
over-precarious situation. The ledge 
is wide enough," he said. 

He said that this, wasnt the first 
time he had climbed a building on 
campus. The first time, he climbed 
the Physics Amphitheater. The cam-
pus police took him into custody and 
told him he could be charged with 
criminal trespass and for any dam 
ages incurred. 

"I tried to go by windows that 
weren't lighted or open. I passed the 
fourth floor and was on the fifth floor 
when [Redszus] started asking what 
1 was doing. I figured that I may as 
well say something to her. I didn't 
want to be rude," Koren said. 

Koren said that he wrote a letter 
to Redszus, apologizing for disturb-
ing her. "1 asked her in my post script 
if she would go to Archi-Arts with 
me," he said. 

NEWS 
Interview 
with James 
A. Baker III 
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HONOR COUNCIL 
Proposed changes are a good start; 

students must carefally consider the issues ANHEUSER- BUSCH 

The Honor System has been central to life at Rice for many years and 
has helped shape the university. Unfortunately, such a strong tradition 
carries problems as well as advantages. The Honor Council constitution 
has not been completely revised since 1958; in attempting a comprehen-
sive revision, the current Honor Council has undertaken a significant 
task. Most of the proposed changes are good ones. Because the system is 
so old and so important to Rice, however, it will be difficult to make all the 
changes necessary, and there are many weighty issues involved- A few of 
the changes might benefit from more thought and from student input 

•A three-member board would hear appeals of the council's decisions. 
I "he new constitution should include this board or some variation of it, 
because it takes appellate power out of the hands of an individual adminis-
trator and leaves some authority with the students—the foundation of the 
Honor System. In its current form, the board would include the dean of 
students, a student chosen by the SA Senate, and a representative of the 
president. A possible variation, one that might make it more attractive to 
the administration, would replace the president's representative with 
another person (possibly a faculty member); in this version, the president 
would still be the last level of appeals. Whatever form the appeals proce-
dure ultimately takes, it should require public abstracts which communi-
cate the state of every appeal. Abstracts are a vital part of the Rice justice 
system, and students must be allowed to see the complete path of all 
appeals. 

•Freshman representatives would be given full voting power after 
attending two hearings or trials. (Though the constitution gives freshmen 
only an advisory position, allowing freshman reps to vote is the current 
practice.) A major objection to the change is that freshmen have not had 
much experience with the Honor System and its role at Rice. Honor 
Council members have said that they don't believe the lack of experience 
presents a problem, because freshman reps don't vote until the very end 
of the first semester, at the earliest. It would be better to allow the 
freshman reps voting power only during the second semester—that way 
they can themselves experience the Honor Code in action and have a 
basis from which to make decisions. 

•An "elastic clause" would be added to allow the council to make 
minor exceptions to the constitution under extraordinary circumstances. 
This change may prove helpful in a few cases. However, the council must 
be careful to keep the excepjions minor and to keep them within the spirit 
of the constitution, as the proposed clause states. Inherent with this 
change is the limitation that, except in these rare cases, the council must 
follow the constitution strictly. Honor Council trials are necessarily se-
cret—in order to have confidence in the process, students must be able to 
have faith that the constitution is being followed. 

'Ihe revision committee has made a strong start It has presented 
many good suggestions and, unavoidably, a few that should be thought 
out more fully. Since such an important system is at stake, every student 
at Rice should carefully consider and discuss the proposed changes. 

The Honor Council should do as much as possible to promote student 
discussion of the issues. To do so, it must make the proposals public as 
early as possible and must provide students with complete information 
every step of the way. It is also vital that the Honor Council incorporate 
student suggestions into the changes that finally appear on the ballot. 
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Honor Council proposes granting formal 
voting power to freshman representatives 
To the editors, 

As you probably already know, the 
Honor Council has made extensive 
revisions to our Honor Code over the 
past semester in an attempt to update 
the Constitution and to better reflect 
the true nature of the Honor System 
as it is now implemented at Rice Uni-
versity. Among the many changes we, 
the Honor Council, have proposed are 

THE EDITOR 

Letters 

those ranging from slight wording 
changes to major revisions of our 
present policy. 

During the next few weeks, we 
hope to present to the student body 
the major changes and our reasoning 
for proposing such changes, so that 
you will have an opportunity to make 
an informed decision when voting on 
these issues. In this letter I am ad-
dressing only one of these changes: 
the voting status of freshman repre-
sentatives. 

Under our current constitution two 
freshman representatives are chosen 
each fall by means of interviews. These 
members are said to "serve in an advi-
sory capacity and may attend trials 
and hearings, but may not vote" (Ar-
ticle VI, current constitution). We are 
proposing that "they will receive full 
voting status after attending one trial 
and one hearing" (Article VI, proposed 
constitution). In the past the Council 
has appointed freshman representa-
tives as voting members on a case-by-
case basis when necessary. Naturally, 
this was not done 
until the individual 
freshman repre-
sentatives had ob-
served some trials 
and/or hearings 
and felt comfort-
able with their per-
sonal working 
knowledge of the 
Honor System 

' This practice developed due to the 
unavailability of other members to 
serve on cases and the need to have a 
quorum of members present The 
Council's justification for such action 
was that we do have the power to 
appoint alternate members when cir-
cumstances arise so as to prevent a 
necessary quorum, and in these in-
stances we chose to appoint a fresh-
man representative because of their 
experiences in observing the Council. 

The proposed change would do 
away with the need to appoint fresh-

men representatives on a case-by-case 
basis. This does appear to be a major 
change to the current constitution, 
but in reality it is only a reiteration of 
a power we currently possess in refer-
ence to a very specific instance: that of 
choosing to appoint freshman repre-
sentatives as voting members, instead 
of other members of the Rice commu-
nity. It seems only logical that the 
Councilwould appoint alternate mem 
bers who have had close experiences 
with the Council, and this change sun-
ply expresses this logic explicitly. 

-On© concern which has been ex-
pressed is that because freshman rep-
resentatives are not elected by their 
class they have no mandate to be vot-
ing members of the Council. 

Each case which comes before the 
Council is of a highly individualized 
nature, and we do not portray the 
views of any particular class when 

appoint alternate members when nec-
essary, so indirectly they are chosen 
by the student body. In addition, there 
are other members of the Council 
who are not directly elected: the three 
graduate student representatives. 
These three members are chosen by 
the Graduate Student Association 
Council, rather than being elected di-
rectly by the entire graduate student 
body, and yet they are accorded full 
voting statue within our constitution. 

As a former freshman representa-
tive, I can attest to the fact that no 
undue pressure is placed on a fresh-
man to vote until he or she feels com 
fortable with that duty. The main con-
cern of the Council is that no mem 
bers vote until they gain experience 
by observing the Council's proceed-
ings on a few cases. After spring elec-
tions, all new members go through 
such a process before serving as a 

voting member. 

With the increasing case load 
over the past few years, the 
granting of voting status will 
only serve to aid the Council 
in its duties. 

making our decision. Instead we con-
centrate on the particularities of the 
case at hand, no matter to which class 
each of us belongs. 

The concerns of each class should 
be identical: to uphold the academic 
integrity of Rice University. Electing 

* members by class is indeed the mecha-

In the past the Council has 
appointed freshman represen-
tatives as voting members on 
a case by case basis. 

Qf 

nism by which the Council is created, 
but this is not to imply that each class 
has different concerns or agendas with 
respect to the Honor System. Thus, 
the freshman representatives are cho-
sen based on the commitment to the 
Honor System that they show during 
their individual interviews^and not on 
whether they portray a ifreshffl&n" 
frame of mind or specific "freshman" 
concerns. 

We, the other members of the 
Council are elected by the student 
body, and we do have the power to 

This means that a 
freshman repre-
sentative would be 
treated no differ-
ently than a newly 
elected sopho-
more, junior, or 
senior representa-
tive. But once this 
familiarity with the 
Honor System is 
achieved, it would 

seem that a new freshman is just as 
capable of making an informed deci-
sion as a new sophomore or junior 
representative. 

The Council by no means experi-
ences a loss of confidence when a 
freshman representative is appointed 
as a voting member, and this change 
reflects our continued confidence in 
their positions. 

The proposed change to the role of 
freshman representatives is a much 
needed change. With the increasing 
case load-over the past few years, the 
granting ofvoting status will only serve 
to aid the Council in its duties. We feel 
that defining their roles more explic-
itly will more clearly reflect the true 
duties of freshman representatives, 
as well as avoid ambiguities and the 
formality of appointing voting mem-
bers. 

As with all of the proposed changes, 
the Honor Council will be happy to 
discuss any questionsorconcernsyou 
may have. We hope that as the student 
body you will support the proposed 
changes in the upcoming referendum 
so that we may better serve theefltire 
Rice community. 

Abigail Martin, and 
the Honor Council 
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Baird controversy will prove unimportant 
by Jym Schwartz 

The Clinton administration has 
ejected Zoe Baird from their happy 
new jet plane, and, training their bin-
oculars on the smoke trail, watched 
with great interest as she went down 
in flames. Where has she gone? To 
Obscure Nominee Land, from whence 
she will never be heard again. 

Obviously, somebody didn't do a 
thorough check of Mr. Clinton's bag-

{ s t t t 

gage when he came on board, be-
cause you're not allowed to bring flam-
mables or explosives on a four-year 
flight But you can bet Mr. Clinton, 
now well aware of that rule, is cur-
rently rummaging through his bags 
with onehandwhilesteeringtheplane 
with the other. 

This expulsion wouldn't be an un-
usual act for any incoming president, 
especially if the material in question 
were, say, a hand grenade. Baird,how-
ever, on the scale of political disasters, 
ranks about as high as a pack of 

matches. Maybe an unattended ciga-
rette at best Clinton is clearly skittish 
about the take-off, and will tolerate no 
hazardous situations. 

So she hired two illegal aliens to 
care for her children, and what of itf 
She has paid the fine and admitted 
publicly (several times) that she trans-
gressed against the laws of our coun-
try. This is more than one can say for 
many people currently leaving Wash-
ington. Why is this such a big issue? 

She hasn't assaulted anyone, she 
didn't embezzle any funds, and no one 
was harmed by her actions save two 
faceless Americans whom she might 
have hired in their stead. It's not as if 
she feels she is above the law, unlike 
some people who walked away from a 
12-year-long conspiracy scot-free. 

Duringthe hearings, Senator Rob-
ert Dole pointed out to nominee Baird 
that many poor people have to raise 
their children without any help at all 
from servants, and they somehow 
manage. I'm sure he mentioned it as a 
direct resultof his own personal shock 
at learning this surprising fact If in-
come were the issue here, I would 
gladly trade my downtown Houston 
apartment for one of Senator Dole's 
residences. 

But the real issue here is one of 
trust Could we have trusted someone 
who once hired two illegal aliens to be 

our country's attorney general? If we 
believe Baird's story, she was more 
concerned about being a responsible 
mother than what the residential sta-
tus of her employees were. Well, while 
I recommend you take that with a 
grain of salt there's also no crime in 
wanting inexpensive child care. 

At any rate, the question is aca-
demic, and Baird's mark on history 
has been downgraded to a single ques-
tion in the next edition of Trivial Pur-
suit The Republicans have proved 
thatalthough they may no longer hold 
the highest office in the land, they can 
still make one hell of a fuss when 
necessary. It may not have been the 
best opportunity, but when you're a 
politician, any molehill is a potential 
mountain. 

Captain Clinton lightened his load 
and flew over the mountain this time, 
but you can be sure there will be 
higher mountains and dense fog put 
up by the opposition to bring down 
flight 1993 of Democrat Airlines. So 
although you may proceed to recline 
your seat back and put down your tray 
table, keep you seatbelt fastened. 

The Gore daughters will be serv-
ing drinks shortly. 

Jym Schwartz is a first-year graduate 
student in the Department of Geology 
and Geophysics. 

Military must end prejudicial discrimination 
by John McCoy 

Perhaps for the first time in Ameri-
can history, homosexuality is regu-
larly making the front pages of major 
daily newspapers. The current flap 
over the issue of gays and lesbians in 
the military brings to the forefront 
many of the misgivings our culture 
has about homosexuality, but it is 
imperative that we sort through the 
arguments carefully to determine 
which have merit and which are base-
less defenses of a military tradition 
which has caused pain and suffering 
to thousands of its own members. 

The official Pentago n line has been 
that homosexuality is "prejudicial to 
good morale and discipline." Frankly, 
I am surprised that they used this 
wording, because prejudice is exactly 
what this issue is about on all rational 
grounds, the military's case falls apart 

Author Randy Shilts writes that "at 
no time is good order, discipline and 
morale more crucial for a fighting unit 
than in time ofcombat;atno time have 
the military's regulations against gays 
been more roundly ignored than in 
periods when troops were sent out to 
fight" 

During every large-scale military 
action from World War II to operation 
Desert Storm, the number of gay-re-

m 
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lated expulsions has dropped, and of-
ficials at all levels have either tacitly or 
overtly disregarded cases of homo-
sexuality under their command. 

In 1945, Secretary of War Henry 
Stimson ordered a review of dis-
charges to "salvage" homosexuals 
who could still serve. During the Viet-
nam War there was even a legal case 
involving a gay activist who sued the 
military to obey its own rules exclud-
ing him from service. 

If purging homosexuality is then 
nota priority during the stress of war-
time, why is it that during the interim, 
when order and morale are ostensibly 
easier to maintain, gay and lesbian 
soldiers are such a threat' 

Always, the first objection raised to 
lifting the ban is that straight soldiers 
would feel uncomfortable living in 
close quarters with their gay and les-
bian comrades. 

see Military, page 4 

Sexual assault awareness means respect for 
limits, avoidance of stereotypical thinking 
To the editors, 

This past week has been the first-
ever "Sexual Assault Awareness 
Week" at Rice University. As spon-
sors of this week, the members of 
Students Organized Against Rape 
(SOAR) would like to thank everyone 
who participated in the week's activi-
ties. 

Many Rice students may wonder 
why we Ve made such a big deal out of 
this subject since it doesn't seem to 
be a significant problem at Rice -but 
the truth is that it is a significant 
problem, at Rice and everywher^else. 
Studies indicate that 1 out of4 wOmen 
will be a victim of sexual assSult (rape) 
during her lifetime, and 1 out of 6 
college women will be a victim of 
sexual assault while they are college 
students. Men are not immune to this 
crime, either it is estimated that 1 out 
of 6 men will be a victim of sexual 
assault during his lifetime (Source: 
The Houston Area Women's Center). 

Most of us at Rice have probably 
heand these statistics before and not 
been terribly impressed. But the truth 
is that if you think you don't know 

anyone who has been sexually as-
saulted, you're probably wrong. The 
horror of being sexually violated sim-
ply isnt something that most people 
want to share. 

Most victims of sexual assault are 
not attacked by anonymous strang-
ers, but by their neighbors and class-
mates-people they thought they could 
trust And only 1 out of 10 victims will 
decide to tell their story to the police 
or campus officials. Can you imagine 
the response you would get from 
friends and peers at your college if 
tKey found out YOU had claimed to 
have been raped? What about the 
friends of the person you accused? 
Unfortunately, YOU would probably 
be the one put on trial... for every-
thing from consuming alcohol to be-
ing in the wrong place to not dressing 
like a nun (orpriest). 

Fear of retaliation by the attacker, 
not being believed, or that there is no 
hope of having the attacker punished 
are additional reasons that rapes go 
unreported. But the truth is that it 
doesn't matter what a victim was 
wearing or drinking or what they had 

done or said in the piast: sexual inter-
course without the consent of both 
parties is rape. 

Even if you dont totally agree with 
us, I hope that this Sexual Assault 
Awareness Week has encouraged you 
to define your own ideas about rape. 
Our society is suffering from a debili-
tating disease that causes us to clas-
sify women as virgins or whores, and 
to reject men who "can't get laid." We 
will only be cured when we can all 
come to the understanding that every 
person, male or female, has the re-
sponsibility to communicate their 
sexual intentions honestly and to re-
spect the sexual limits of other per-
sons. 

Sexual assault awareness means 
more than recognizing that rape ex-
ists at Rice. It means realizing that no 
one deserves to have sexual inter-
course (or any other sexual act) forced 
upon them without their consent and 
it means doing something about it 

Sarah Doss, and the 
members of Students 

Organized Against Rape 

Despite progress, Rice must 
still work to make facilities 
accessible to all students 
To the editors, 

An article appeared on the front 
pageofthejan. 15 Thresherdescrib-
ing the changes Rice has under-
gone to become more accessible to 
persons with disabilities since the 
passing of the Americans with Dis-
abilities Act which requires all pub-
lic buildings to be accessible. Over 
the past two years, Wee has made 
progress toward becoming an ac-
cessible institution. However, se-
vere barriers reman that prevent 
many people with disabilities from 
becoming a functional part of the 

Imagine being confined to a 
wheelchair. Lovett Hall is 
inaccessible, so you would 
have had to have your 
interview outside. 

Rice community. 
Due to the small number of per-

sons with disabilities on campus, 
problems with accessibility are 
rarely seen. A view held by many 
students that I have spoken with is 
that Rice does not need to be acces-
sible because there are so few 
people with disabilities on campus. 
However, inaccessibility is the 
CAUSE of small percentages of per-
sons with disabilities on campus, 
not the result of it 

Imagine being confined to a 
wheelchair. Lovett Hall is inacces-
sible, so you would have had to 
have your interview outside. 

You were accepted and chose to 
come to Rice. Now - where would 
you live? Jones College is the only 
college that has a room designed to 
be totally wheelchair accessible. 
Wheeling all the way to and from 
Jones is the least of your worries. 
How will you get to class? Many of 
the buildings in which classes are 
held have stars and no elevators. 
Most lecture halls, once you get 
into them, do not have desks for 
wheelchairs or a place for a wheel-
chair to inconspicuously park. 

Science laboratories are not ac-

cessible. The library shelves are 
too narrow to fit a wheelchair 
through. Attending performances 
in Hamman Hall, navigating to or in 
the Pub, using computers at Mudd 
(the tables are too short for wheel-
chairs to fit under), getting into the 
post office, and even buying books 
would be extremely difficult The 
list goes on. 

It is impressive to see the efforts 
put into making new buildings 
wheelchair accessible. However, it 
is necessary to make the entire cam-
pus accessible in order to meet cur-

rent ADA re-
quirements and 
to give persons 
with disabilities 
the equal treat-
ment deserved. 

Wheelchair 
accessibility is 
nottheonlytype 
of accessibility 
needed on this 
campus or in 
any environ-

ment People with hearing and sight 
impairments also have needs that 
must be met Interpreters for the 
deaf need to be visible at university 
lectures. Books on tape or in Braille 
should be available to those who 
require them. Rice must legally 
aid morally, become accessible to 
all 

As an undergraduate student 
with cerebral palsy, I have been 
impressed with the attitudes of the 
Rice community toward persons 
with disabilities. Although most of 
the buildings at Rice are inacces-
sible, the attitudes of professors, 
staff, and fellow students have posed 
few barriers. Most are ignorant of 
the needsofpeople with disabilities 
but are accepting and curious once 
confronted with the issue. 

Accessibility at Rice is an issue 
that must be pursued. By increas-
ing awareness and by physically 
improving the accessibility of the 
campnis, Rice can attract more per-
sons with disabilities who can posi-
tively contribute to the growth and 
development of the university. 

Kathleen Friel 
WRC'95 

MASTER OF 

A C C O U N T I N G 
Small classes 

Individual attention 
Merit scholarships 

Two-semester full-time program 
Active recruiting by all major firms 

JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL 
R I C E U N I V E R S I T Y 
You can complete the Master of Accounting degree in two 
semesters of full-time study if you have taken the following 
prerequisites before enrolling: at least 6 hours of accounting, 6 
hours of psychology, 6 hours of economics, 3 hours of statistics 
and 3 hours of quantitative analysis. The program enables you to 
meet the educational requirements to become a CPA. 

We arc accepting applications for fall 1993. GMAT re-
quired. For more information, call D. Richard Trask, Director of 
Admissions, Jesse H. Jones Graduate School of Administration, 
at 527-4918. Applications are available in 270 Herring Hall. 

Rice Univers i ty is an F.O/AA Ins t i tu t ion . 
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Confessions of a would-be writer: why some job prospects aren't so rosy 
by Shaila K. D e w a n 

Whenever I hear someone say, 
"Well, I'm a writer," I cringe, wishing 
that writing were like electrical engi-
neering, and you had to study for four 
years and turn in lots of homework, 
and then you had to get a good GPA 

N O T E S 
f rom near the 

E N D 

and then you could go up to Career 
Services and look at the bulletin board 
under "Careers in Writing" and find 
lots of nice manila envelopes where 
you could put your applications and 
wait for someone to call you for an 
interview. "Careers in Writing" would 
be right next to "Careers in Consult-
ing." 

Td be set 
But instead, everyone who decides 

they don't like their chosen career 
field hangs a shingle outside then-
door which says "writer." Then they 
call me up and say, "Well, 1 want to get 
into writing. I wrote for The Tuskegee 
High School Titmouse, so I have some 

| Happy Hour 11AM-7PM daily! 
• Monday Night is College Night 
• Si.00 off all drafts 

Live music, darts, 
sports, private parties! 

1617 Richmond • Houston, TX 77006 • 528-3545 
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Call for information on other 
bands at Munchies next week. 

528-3545 

With this coupon, get 
.00 off any sandwich during lunch (11 AM - 3 PM) 

- o r -

$1.00 off any beverage a f t e r 7 P M 
2/29/93^ 

P l e a s e N o t e : O p e n to all 
i n t e r e s t e d s t u d e n t s . Y o u r 
a t t e n d a n c e a t the In fo rma t ion 
Meeting is a prerequisite to your 
i n t e r v i e w i n g p roces s . P l e a s e 
at tend. Refreshments provided! 
Casual attire. 

INFORMATION MEETING: 
Date: February 2, 1993 
Time: 6:00pm-8:00pm 
Place: Rice Memorial Center, 

Miner Lounge > 
U I 

INTERVIEWING: 
Date: February 3, 1993 
Place: Check with Placement Office 

Schlumberger Industries, Schlumherder 
Technologies ami Schlumberger Oilfield 
Services ore equal opportunity 

ENGINEERING 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 

GEOSCIENCE 

APPLIED SCIENCE 

Individual initiative has 

always played a major role in 

Schlumberger's growth and 

tech nological leadership. 

Tin I ay, Schlumberger employs 

53,000 people in over 100 

countries with annual 

revenues in excess of $5 billion. 

Schlumberger is comprised of 

two main business groups: 

oilfield services, which offers a 

complete range of energy 

exploration and recovery 

services; and Measurement 

and Systems which produces 

everything from utility meters 

to CAD /CAM systems. 

The Schlumberger Companies 

value individual initiative. 

If you'd rather lead than 

follow, and enjoy the 

recognition that goes along 

with taking responsibility for 

the work you direct, contact us 

today. We '11 give you the 

support, training and oppor-

tunity you need to meet the 

challenge. 

INITIATIVE, 

Schlumberger 

experience." And then I give them 
advice. I say, well, to be a writer you 
have to work for years in the outer 
circles of hell as an unpaid intern. 
Then you have to work as a paid in-
tern. Then you might get a job for 
$15,000. 

I try to discourage them Obvi-
ously. 

You see, I openly hate it that every-
one thinks writing is so easy. I secretly 
hate it that it really 
is. 

After eighth 
grade I "audi-
tioned" for the 
High Schoolfor the 
Performing and 
Visual Arts, where 
I fretted and wor-
ried about being 
accepted to the 
Media (writing, 
photography and 
film) Department. 
Later on, I found 
out that the Media Department was 
the department you applied to when 
you didnt have any real talents, like 
singing or acting. Everybody knew 
this, which is why they didn't name 
the high school "The High School for 
the Performing, Visual and Media 
Arts." 

I've only been one place in my life 
where the writers were given their 
due. At summer arts camp, the writers 
were more than hip. We were beat 
(Yes, it was 1984). That's where I 
learned to drink my coffee black and 
wear turtlenecks in the stifling Okla-
homa heat 

To be a journalist, you have to be a 
dilettante. You don't even have to go 
to journalism school. You dont even 
have to read Strunk and White's. (I 
personally have never read Strunk and 
White's. Perhaps I should. Let me 
know.) You just have to able to talk to 
anyone about anything and ask ques-
tions about it. Then you have to "get 
the story" which is J-code for "make it 
interesting." 

Linda Ellerbee makes five 
jillion times the amount I will. 
Headwaiters make more than 
I will. Nobody reads. I bet 
you're not even reading this 
right now. 

That's all easy, compared to the 
other thing which (print) journalists 
have to do. We have to realize that 
nobody reads. Journalists are leaving 
the newspaper industry in droves. 
Only eight cities boast two daily pa-
pers (ours is one, and competition 
hasn't helped us any). Linda Ellerbee 
makes five jillion times the amount I 
will Headwaiters make more than I 
wilL Nobody reads. I bet you're not 
even reading this right now. 

Okay, so about finding a job. I went 
to see Bob. He said, "Shaila, how are 
you planning on going about your job 
search?" I looked at him Wasnt he 

supposed to be telling me how to go 
about my job search? In case you 
didn't realize this, Bob is a self-pro-
claimed expert on writing careers. "It's 
not really scientific," was what he had 
to say about how one should look for 
a writing job. Thanks, Bob. 

Did anyone read the Sallyport story 
last summer, "Beyond the Sallyport" 
It was all about how hard it was going 
to be for us to get jobs. Of course, all 
the cute (white) students interviewed 
forthe story had had areally hard time 
and had gotten lots of rejection letters. 
But when they put in that last burst of 
effort, they landed a salary. Happy 
happy. Joy joy. This is what they send 
home for our parents to read. That 
way, when we dontget jobs (Hi, mom! 
What's for dinner?), they can blame 
us for not being diligent 

I personally am working my butt 
off I recently had to fill out a job 
application which requested the name 
and address of my elementary school 
and my GPA while I was there. Even 
remembering the name of my elemen-
tary school was arduous, if not trau-
matic Thank God my mom kept my 
report cards. At least I had an "A" 
average at one time in my life. 

People who cant find jobs always 
complain that they're willing and ea-
ger to work, butno one will hire them. 
I'm not so sure I'm willing and eager. 
After all, it's been three years since I 
had to be somewhere at nine a.m. 
Maybe I'm better off. 

Shaila K. Dewan, a Baker senior, is 
Arts and Entertainment Editor of the 
Thresher. 

Military 
from page 3 

The idea of being cruised by a 
member of the same sex disturbs 
many; however, sexual harassment is 
an issue which the armed forces are 
already beginning to tackle, and the 
same guidelines for male-female ha-
rassment should apply to same-sex 
cases. 

Yes, this is a circumstance the mili-
tary will have to deal with, but it is not 
insurmountable: contrary to myth,gay 
and lesbian people are capable of ex-
ercising restraint and good judgment 
The same codes of conduct can apply 
to both hetero- and homosexual 
servicepeople to insure that all are 
treated fairly. 

This argument also belies a great 
amount of sexism in the Pentagon. It 
took a scandal the size of Tailhook to 
motivate the military to seriously re-
spond to sexual harassment against 
women, yet the mere idea of men 
being subject to unwelcome advances 
has half the Joint Chiefs threatening 
to resign. These grossly uneven re-
sponses seriously undermine the cred-
it) ility of their arguments. 

Invariably, when interviewed, mili-
tary personnel question the ability and 
competence of gay and lesbian sol-
diers. It is not however, because of 
incompetence that the military dis-
charges them. 

Colonel Margarethe Cammer-
meyer was discharged in June, 1992 
for revealing her lesbianism after a 26-
year career in the Army National 
Guard. A decorated Vietnam veteran 
with a Ph.D. in nursing, Cammer-
meyer was cited by her commanding 
officer for superior performance. 

Indeed, it was during a security 
clearance interview for the job of chief 
nurse for the National Guard that she 
felt it necessary to reveal her sexual 
orientation. Clearly, the only consid-
eration barring her from service was 
the Pentagon's arbitrary declaration 
that "homosexuality is incompatible 
with military service." Every other 
aspect of her life was fully compatible 
with the National Guard and excelled 
at it 

Even when confronted with the 
fact that there are and always have 
been homosexual people serving with 
them, many of the soldiers and veter-
ans interviewed in recent months have 
echoed the sentiment that "as long as 
they hide it, it's all right" 

Would they think the same thing 
about someone's religious ideals or 
their ethnic background? Would they 
expect their friends and associates to 
actively suppress any other facet of 
their lives? 

Honorable people who have dedi-
cated their lives to military service 
should not have to live in fear and 
secrecy. The ban on homosexuality 
creates an atmosphere in which gay 

and lesbian servicepeople must hide a 
very real and large part of their lives 
for fear of discovery. It has lead to 
"witch hunts," ended careers, and fos-
tered the kind of gay-bashing which 
lead to the killing of Seaman Allen 
Schindler. 

Stationed at Sasebo naval base in 
Japan, Shindler's mutilated body was 
found inapublicrestroomin October. 
Although the matter is still under in-
vestigation, diary entries and prelimi-
nary inquires indicate that he was gay 
and that the murder was probably a 
hate crime perpetrated by a shipmate. 

This kind of persecution mu st end, 
and it is within the power of the Presi-
dent and of the military to do so. 

If no other consideration is 
pursuasive, perhaps the bottom line 
will convince some. The General Ac-
counting Office has estimated that 
pursuing and expelling gay and les-
bian people from the armed forces 
costs about $27 million annually. This 
may only be a drop in the bucket by 
Pentagon budget standards, but, 
coupled with the wasted training and 
the squandering of talent this entails, 
our military is throwing away far more. 
In this day of deficit-busting fervor, 
can we afford to maintain this need-
less expense? 
• (Sources: Newsweek, The Advocate, 
and Associated Press reports.) 

John McCoy, a Brown junior, is Opin-
ion section Editor of the Thresher. 

2555 Amherst & Kirby 
in the Village Arcade 

942-9090 
parking also on the roof 

H I A R A 
I S I O N 

LT1 u 

Dr. H. Nguyen 
Dr. Y. Pena 
Optometrists 

Mon-Fri 10-7 
Sat 10-6 
Appointment Preferred 

in.iri o in 

Daily Wear $99 
Extended Wear $149 
Clear, spherical soft lenses includes exam, 
fitting, follow-up & care kit. Some lens 
restrictions apply. 

Offer expires 2/28/93. 

F R E E EYE E X A M 
(Value of $50) 

With purchase of a complete pair of glasses.* 
Some lens restrictions apply. 

Offer expires 2 /28/93. 

*wwutif|f of Units mnd frmm*. 

Contacts, Glasses and Exam 
$169.00 Complete 

Inducki an exam, dear, spherical soft daily wear 
contact I ernes, care kit, follow-up 8c a pair oT 
single vision glasses from our special collection. 
Some lens restrictions apply. 

Offir ufirn 2/2S/93. 

No other discounts or coupons apply 0 Coupons must be presented at initial fitting 
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B Y G . B . T R U D E A U 

LISTEN, ItAJAS 
THINKING "WE 
SHOULP GET ID 
GETHER50MEVME. 
ITSBEENA6&! 

JOAN/5'. 
HI, IT'S 
BARKLEY 

BERNAUER' 

BLAST FROM THE 
MST,EH? HEY, 
I REAP ABOUT 
YOUR APPOINT-
MENT /N THE 
POST' CONGRATS! 

BARKLEY 
BERNAUER? 
YOU'RE 

KIPPING. 

THAT LONG7 

THEN WE 
GOTTA PO 

UJNCH! 
r 

UM„ 
THANKS, 

BARKIEY. 

HELLO\ 17 YEARS, 
IN FACT. 

\ 

% 

FITZPIGGERII 
SATBEHINP YOU 
IN TORTS CLASS 
AT BERKELEY' 
SMALL LUORUP, 

(HELL, HERE YOU 
ARE, ABOUT TV 

BECOME A MAJOR 
HONCHETTEAT 
JUSTICE, RIGHT-

UJELL 

HOUJ'S 
THAT 
WPP? 

...I'VE GOTTA 
CASE BEFORE 
JUSTICE RJGHT 

NOW! 

JOAN IE? 
HI, TOPP 

FITZPIGGERi 

IMAGINE 
MY SUR-
PRISE. 
BYE. 
/ 

HELLO-

IF YOU'RE SOMEONE I HAVENT 
HEARPFROM IN YEARS, ANP 
YOU'RE CALLING BECAUSE OF MY 
NEW JOB, THANKS ANPGOODBYE 

IF, ON THE OTHER HANP, YOU'RE 
AN F.O. J., PLEASE LEAVE A 
MESSAGE ANP I'LL CALL YOL 
RIGHT BACK! BYE!-BEEP' 

HI, 
THIS IS 
JOAN/E. 
I'M NOT 
IN RIGHT 
NOW. 

F.O.J? FRJEHP 
OF JOAN/E. 

THEY KNOW 
WHO THEY 

ARE 

SOWHATCNA 
WORKING ON 
THESE PAYS? 

I'M REVISITING 
THE >KJMBER-
LIN CASE• 
REMEMBER. 
THE GUY WHO 
SAIPHESOLP 

POT7DQUAYLE? 

HE GOT THROWN /N THE HOLE 
ANP HAP YEARS APPEP TO HIS 
SENTENCE, PESPITE BEING 
A MOPEL PRISONER. THE 
GUY'S BEEN LIVING ONE 
LONG NIGHT-, 
MARE. 

KIMBERLIN'S BECOME THE 
FORGOTTEN MAN, JOAN/E. 
HE'S LONG SINCE PONE HIS 

T/ME, BUT THE 
BUSHIES PUT THE 

BOTH AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 
ANP HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH 
ARE CONSIPERJNG PES/GNAT-
ING HIM A POLITICAL PR/SON 

ER. YOU GOTTA 
TAKE UPKIM-
emiN'scAse1 

THE INSPECTOR GENERAL IS 
INVESTIGATING, BUT MEAN WHILE, 
K'MBERl/N'S STILL 
IN JAIL. WHAT HE 
DESPERATELY NEEPSI ^ 
ISA CHAMP/ON /N \\g, 
THE NEW JUSTICE 

MENT! 

TNE LINE FORMS 
AT THE REAR. 

I DON'T KNOW, RICK. WITH 
JOB GONE, I'M NOT EVEN SURE 
I STILL HAVE A JOB. ANP IF 
100, I'VE GOTMV OWN 
CAUSES TO CHAMPION... LIKE 

\ \ WHAT? 

WELL, LIKE, I'M TRYING 
TO GET Ml KB M/LKEN 
BACK INTO JAIL. 

MAYBE THEY 
COUUP SWLTCH 
PLACES. 

J 
SO WHAT DO YOU 
SAY, BABE? CAN 
YOU BRJNG UP 
THEKIMBER- \ 
UN CASE? 

I'LL THINK ABOUT IT, 
RICK. I HAVE TO START 
SLOWLY. I PONT REALLY 
KNOW THE ROPES AT 

ANP THAT'S ASSUMING I STILL 
HAVE A JOB. THE FALLOUT 
FROM THE NANNY CRISIS 
SEEMS TO BE 

I WANT RIGHT. WANT 
SOCIAL ME TO START 

SECURITY. TURNING 
\ POOUN YOUR 

BEP, TOO? 
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If\bu Speak This Language, 
Speak To Us. 

To certain people, this isn't just a list of 

symbols. It 's a work of art. It's where cool 

technology starts. And eventually changes 

the world. 

You see the beauty in a piece of optimized 

code. We do too. Which is why we created the 

optimum environment to make it happen, 

giving you autonomy and authority without 

layers of management. 

At Microsoft, we respect talented people 

who do creative things with code. And can 

use it to build innovative products that 

improve the way people work. 

If that sounds like your idea of a great 

environment, see us. You'll find that we 

speak your language. 

If you are pursuing a Bachelor's or 

Master's degree in Computer Science, 

Electrical Engineering, Math, Physics, or a 

related technical field, we want to talk with 

you at our On-Campus Interviews. 

Microsoft is an Equal"Opportunity 

Employer and supports workforce diversity. 

M b o s o f t 
On-Campus Interviews 

Monday, February 22,1993 
On-Campus interviews for Summer technical positions. 

See your career center for details. 

® 

l i e roso l t K is a registered trademark ol Microsoft Corporat ion. 
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An on-campus visit by 

Baker 
Baker's opening statement from the press conference: 

Thankyou, ladies and gentlemen. I'm really pleased to be here this 
morning. I feel like I grew up on this campus. I was telling Susan this 
morning as I was getting ready to come over here that I can remember 
from about 1935 on, coming to almost every Rice football game on 
Saturday afternoons with my grandfather Captain Baker and 
subsequently almost every Rice football game with my father. They 
each had a box in the stadium—of course grandfather's box was in 
what's now, I suppose, the track stadium, the old stadium. We used 
to walk down here from our home on 1216 Bissonet, so I have very, 
very fond memories of this campus and of this university, and I 
remember many things that my grandfather and father both used to 
tell me about the university. 

I was talking a little bit earlier at the reception to Frank Ryan, and 
I remember moving to Houston in 1957 from law school at the 
University of Texas—that was Frank Ryan's last season here at Rice. 
But I also remember, and most everybody in this room probably 
doesn't, the days of Ernie Lang, and Ollie Cordell, and people like that, 
so my affiliation and connection with Rice goes back a long, longtime, 
and Rice occupies an extraordinarily special place in the hearts of the 
Baker family. It's a real pleasure for me to be able to join the Rice 
Board of Governors, it's a real honor for me to have this institute 
named after me, and it permits the continuing active involvement of 
the Baker family in the affairs of Rice University. 

As Jim Pomerantz said, we really haven't sorted through entirely 
exactly how much time I will be able to be here, exactly how and in what 
ways I could contribute to the development of the institute and its 
progress, but I certainly intend to contribute to that in a number of 
ways. I am hopeful that I will be able to, at the very least, give some 
lectures here as we move forward; that I will be able to chair or 
participate in at least an annual conference; and that I will be able 
hopefully to attract some people of the world, not just of the world of 
ideas, but of the world of action, to participate in those conferences. 

I'm still in the process, ladies and gentlemen, of deciding what I 
want to do when I grow up, and so I haven't made a lot of decisions 
about my future, but the first decision I made was that I wanted to 
accept Rice's very generous offer to come on its Board of Governors, 
and that I wanted to accept its very generous offer to help guide the 
development of this James A. Baker III Institute ofPublic Policy, which 
is a very great honor for me. Thank you very much. I'm delighted to be 
here. 

Baker 
shares a 

laugh with 
President Rupp 

at the Jan.22 press 
conference at Rice. 

James A. Baker III, former 
White House chief of staff, 
fielded questions about 
his new Rice roles last 
week at a news conference 
in the Founder's Room of 
Lovett Hall. 

"It's a real pleasure for me to have 
this institute named after me, and it 
permits the continuing active involve-
ment of the Baker family in the af-
fairs of Rice University," Baker said. 

He accepted a dual position at 
Rice this month. He will serve as a 
term member on the Board of Gover-
nors and work with the James A. 
Baker III Institute for Public Policy, 
created and named in his honor. 

"We haven'treally sorted through 
entirely exactly how much time I will 
be able to be here...but I certainly 
intend to contribute to [the Baker 
Institute] in a number ofways," Baker 
said. "I haven't made a lot of deci-
sions about my future, but the first 
decision I made was that I wanted to 
accept Rice's very generous offer." 

Plans for the Baker Institute 
"Our ideas [for the Baker Insti-

tute] are still very much in their for-
mative stages," said Dean of Social 
Sciences Jim Pomerantz. "The in-
volved parties have not yet had an 
opportunity to sit down together. 

Due to the number of com m it-
ments present on Baker's 
schedule during his brief visit 
to the Rice campus Jan. 22, he 
was only available for inter-
view by the Thresher as he 
walked between engagements. 
What follows are answers 
Baker gave to questions posed 
by Chad Carson, LeezieKim, 
and Melissa Williams. 

Thresher: What message 
would you like to send to 
the students of Rice? 

Baker Well, I would like 
to have the students focus on the 
fact that I feel sufficiently strongly 
about this university that this was 
the first thing that I concluded I 
wanted to do when I left govern-
ment And I would like them also to 
knowthat when this announcement 
was made back on the 15th of Janu-
ary there were many, many people, 
from all walks of life really, in gov-
ernment and out, in Washington, 
D.C., who spoke to me about the 
reputation for excellence that Rice 
University enjoys and told me that 
they were pleased to see this an-
nouncement And lastly I guess 
what I would say is that I would 
hope that we will develop here an 
absolutely first-rate, first-class in-
stitute for public policy that will 
contribute to the students' learning 
experience here at Wee. 

Thresher. Most of the students here 
at Rice want to know how much 
contact they'll be able to have with 
you, if you'll be seen here on cam-
pus, if you'll be teaching, if you'll 
become an associate at one of the 
colleges; they're all vying for you 
already. 

I N T E R V I E W 

Baker: Well, I can't answer that 
right now, beyond saying what I 
said in the press conference, and 
that is that I would hope very much 
to be active in the development of 
this institute, and active in doing 
what I can to see that it is a signifi-
cant contributing factor to the edu-
cation of students here at Rice. But 
we have not worked out the details 
of how much time I might have to 
be here, because I haven't decided 
yet as I told you, what I'm going to 
do when I grow up. We're probably 
going to meet about the first week 
in February—I'll meet again with 
President Rupp and with some of 
the trustees and well start working 
on those issues. 

Thresher: We noticed today you were 
talking about the football games 
you used to come to, and there's a 
big controversy here on campus 
about Division I athletics and 
whether Rice should stay... 

Rupp: Here you go, Jimmy—you 
can solve one of the little minor 
problems, just give them a diplo-
matic answer. 

Thresher: This is one that's going to 

come to you constantly as a mem 
ber of the Board of Governors, and 
we wanted to know how you felt 
about it... 

Baker: Well, I would be afraid to 
take a position on it until I had an 
opportunity to look at the issue in 
some detail, and frankly it's never 
been discussed with me—you're 
the first person that's mentioned it 
to me. I said what I said in there 
simply because I have these fond 
memories of being out here so of-
ten. I didn't mention, I don't be-
lieve, that I was part of a sort of little 
sports program for kids between 12 
and 14 years of age. We used to 
come out here, maybe eight or 10 of 
us, after school in the afternoons. 
We'd have boxing instruction, or 
baseball or football games, and 
things like this. 

Thresher: Were you good at it? 
Baker. (Laugh) I don't think par-

ticularly. 

Thresher. What do you think are 
some of the most important issues 
thatyou'll be dealing with as a mem 
ber of the Board of Governors? 

We've got more good ideas at this 
stage than we could possibly 
accommodate... so the setting of spe-
cific priorities will be our first job in 
the coming weeks." Pomerantz said 
the institute will begin with a three-
fold mission of research, education, 
and community outreach. 

One institute plan Baker and 
Pomerantz mentioned was a "Baker 
conference which," Pomerantz said, 
"we hope very much will become an 
annual event attended by leading fig-
ures from all quarters." 

"I would hope that those relation-
ships [with foreign leaders] will en-
dure, because many of them have 
already become 'exes' themselves, 
and others will, as we move forward. 
I think that they will be interested in 
perhaps assisting and participating 
in the affairs of the institute," Baker 
said. 

"Our goal with the Baker Institute 
is to achieve a Vuitful interaction 
between academk types and distin-
guished political types," Pomerantz 
said. "Because of Secretary Baker's 
vast range of experience, including 
his roles in both domestic and inter-
national affairs...our [possible top-
ics] are virtually endless, but they 
might include, for example, policy 
analysis and recommendations on 
matters of international trade, or strat-

Baker Well, again, I 
haven't attended the first 
meeting yet of the Board of 
Governors, so that's really a 
question that you ought to 
address to the Resident here 
or people who have already 
been on the board and deal-
ing with those issues, be-

z cause none of them have 
g been presented to me yet. 

| Thresher: Are you planning 
K on writing your memoirs 
® here? 

Baker: I plan on writing a 
book about my experiences at the 
Department of State. I have turned 
over all of my papers to the univer-
sity here, and we have an agree-
ment with respect to the mainte-
nance of those, and I would hope 
that somewhere down the line fac-
ulty and students here could be 
helpful in researching those papers 
for the purpose of writing a more 
comprehensive memoir than this 
bookon the State Department years 
is going to be. There are many, 
many papers, and it's going to take 
a lot of work to get sorted through 
them. But the book with respect to 
the years at the State Department 
will probably have to be written in 
Washington, because that's the only 
way you have access to the docu-
ments which are still at the Depart-
ment of State and still classified. 

Thresher: One final thing. The stu-
dents that I've spoken to want to let 
you know that it would be a great 
honor to them if you would con-
sider running Baker 13 with them... 

Baker: (Laugh) Well, I'm glad you 
passed that on. 

egies for the reduction and control of 
nuclear arms." 

"I think that the overall subject of 
diplomacy is something that I think 
is important," Baker said. T h e world 
changed in dramatic ways during the 
three and one-half years that I was 
secretary of state. Our relationships 
with nations around the world, both 
economic and political, have been 
the subject of extraordinary and his-
torically significant change, and all of 
these things I think now are worthy 
of examination and study." 

"We have a budget that is in the 
proposal that was generated here are 
shown to me," Baker said. "I'm not 
sure we're prepared to an nou nee that 
budget yet, but it is a real... firm esti-
mate." 

Rice administrators expressed 
positive opinions about Baker and 
his new involvement with the univer-
sity. "We're pleased that Secretary 
Baker is going to work with us in 
guiding the development of the James 
A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy. 
This institute will focus current pro-
grams and also launch new initia-
tives in public policy that will draw 
together efforts across the social sci-
ences," said President Rupp. 

"Jim's joining the Rice board per-
petuates the uniquely close relation-
ship of the Baker family to this insti-
tution. We are just delighted," said 
board Chairman Charles Duncan. 

Mrs. Baker stressed the Bakers' 
excitement about the new positions. 
"You couldn't be half as excited as we 
are...just being part of this is very 
exciting for us," she said. 

When asked whether she would 
be involved at Rice, Mrs. Baker said, 
"I don't know; it just depends. When 
we get out here we'll see—maybe 
there would be something that would 
be appropriate. [But] I hope so, 1 
really do. it's a fabulous place." 

Looking to the future 
When asked whether former 

President Bush would be involved 
with Rice as well, Baker said, "We 
haven't been out [of office] 48 hours 
yet and when I left him at the airport 
yesterday I said Sve'll be in touch,' 
and that's basically where we are on 
the future. We've been together a 
longtime—35-plusyears:. I think it's 
fair to say that he, too, has a special 
place in his heart for Rice, having 
taught here.... Nothing has been 
worked out specifically, but I would 
certainly expect that I would be at 
some point talking to him about it 
and trying to encourage him to come 
by from time to time." Bush taught in 
the Jones School in 1977-8. 

Baker emphasized that his role in 
the institute and on campus have not 
yet been determined. "[My wife] 
Susan and I have made a compact 
with our daughter, who is 15 years 
old now and is a student at National 
Cathedral School in Washington.... 
She's decided she wants to finish 
school up there, so we will be spend-
ing a significant amount of our time 
in Washington, D.C." Mrs. Baker, 
however, confirmed that the Bakers 
are hdusehunting in Houston. 

—by Melissa Williams 
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SA Business 
The Student Association Senate met Jan. 25. The following items 
were discussed: 
•Chad Fargason discussed the Honor Council's proposed changes to 
the Honor Code. See story, page 1, for details of the changes. The 
SA will discuss the proposed changes again next week. 

•The senate voted that theTeb. 1 meeting will be in the RMC Kelley 
lounge. It will then decide if that location should become the 
permanent venue of the Monday meetings. 

•The senate gave $50 for Aids Awareness Week, Feb. 15-19. The 

•Election dates: Petitions for the general election will be available 
Feb. 2 at8 a.m. in the student organizations office. The petitions are 
due Feb. 9 at 3 p.m. in the same office. Disks with campaign 
statements are due in the Thresher office Feb. 12 at 3 p.m. 

•The SA budget update was distributed. 

Next meeting: Feb. 1, in the Kelley Lounge of the RMC at 10 p.m. 

—compiled by Haley S. Robertson 

Errata 
The story "Dean of students releases statistics on sexual assault" in 
last week's issue contained two errors. The Public News case did not 
end with a public apology. Also, in only four of the five unwanted 
intimate contact cases and acquaintance rapes was one or both 
parties intoxicated. 

Hanszen wants more cafeteria-style meals 
by Wendy Paul 

Hanszen College is considering a 
change in dinner service to more 
cafeteria-style dinners. 

No official action has been taken, 
but Hanszen Master Dennis Huston 
would support a move to the cafete-
ria-style dinners because they "pro-
duce more movable and enduring 
conversations." 

Many members of Hanszen share 
his opinion. Hanszen senior Joe 
Castro said, "They say family style 
promotes unity, but you can talk to 
the people next to you whether there's 
a tablecloth or not I talk to more 
people at lunch than [at] dinner." 

Hanszen was the last college to 
adopt the current system, switching 
two years ago from two family-style 
dinners and three cafeteria-style din-
ners each week to the current four 
family-style and one cafeteria-style 
dinner schedule. At the time, how-
ever, the majority of voters wanted to 

Colleges experience more water problems 

have cafeteria-style dinners exclu-
sively. Hanszen is considering chang-
ing the schedule back to at least three 
cafeteria-style dinners per week. 

Steve Dortch, another Hanszen 
senior, said that although he favored 

'[Cafeteria-style 

dinners] produce more 

movable and enduring 

conversations.' 

—Dennis Huston 
the switch, he backed the mainte-
nance of a few nights of family style 
because "[family style] has a lot of 
merit; I wouldn't want to abolish it" 

The discussion at Hanszen has 
raised some debate at other residen-
tial colleges. Jones this week consid-
ered a variety of different meal op-
tions, but voted to maintain the cur-
rent system. 

Baker and Brown both plan to 

will endorse the current system. 
Baker President Mark Vital added, "I 
am sensitive to the fact that other 
colleges want other systems. It would 
be nice if we could work out a system 
that would benefit both [Central 
Kitchen] and the colleges." 

CK Manager Dale Leatherwood 
doesn't foresee any probems. "In my 
opinion, [cafeteria-style dining] may 
be better. I think we can have better 
portion control when meals are 
plated. It would help both students 
and us, too." Leatherwood explained 
that seated dinners can often use 
more food and leave more food left 
over. Any change, however, "would 
not make that much difference" to 
food service. 

Jason Kinn, president of Lovett 
College, said that Lovett's Central 
Committee considered changing to 
a different system, but voted over-
whelmingly to keep the current sys-
tem. 

According to the presidents of Sid 
Richardson, Wiess, and Will Rice 
Colleges, the dinner schedule has 
not become an issue for them. They 
anticipate that if it were discussed, 

by Keith Hof fman 

Brown College's hot water prob-
lems were resolved this weekend 
when Facilities and Engineering re-
placed a portion of the water heater. 
Other colleges, however, have been 
experiencing problems. 

After shutting off Brown's hot 
water for most of the afternoon of 
Jan. 24, F&E confirmed its suspi-
cions that a water descaling unit was 
defective. 

Food and Housing College Project 
Coordinator Robert Truscott ex-
plained that the heating coils and 
descaling unit were replaced, while 
new water strainers were added to 
help keep some of the foreign mate-
rial off of the heating coils. 

The descaling unit, which pre-

vents foreign material from building 
up on heating coils through the use 
of an electric field, was apparently 
defective since the time of installa-
tion. Over time, foreign particles built 
up on the heating coils, preventing 
them from properly heating the wa-
ter. 

Truscott said that due to a 
manufacturer's warranty the new 
descaling unit was replaced at no 
cost to Rice. 

F& E also checked Jones College's 
descaling unit for any similar prob-
lems, according to Truscott No prob-
lem was found at Jones, and no fur-
ther hot water shortages are expected 
at Brown. 

Brown and Wiess Colleges expe-
rienced domestic water outages on 
the afternoon of Jan. 22 in order to 
allow the completion of plumbing 
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work in conjunction with handi-
capped access modification to the 
colleges' first floor bathrooms. Lov-
ett College, which is undergoing simi-
lar modifications for handicapped 
access, did not require a water out-
age due to the presence of a water 
shut-off valve for the relevant area. 

Hanszen College has also experi-
enced water problems since return-
ing from winter break. On the morn-
ing of Saturday Jan. 16, Hanszen had 
no hot water for a period of six or 
seven hours, explained Student Main-
tenance Representative Matt Lindley. 

When the problem was reported, 
an F&E engineer worked on the hot 
water heater for se> oral hours. While 
Hanszen's hot water problem has 
been temporarily resolved, F&E is 
presently determining what further 
work needs to be done. 

raise the issue at their next cabinet 
meetings, but the presidents of both the consensus would be in favor of 
colleges anticipate that the cabinets maintaining the existing system. 

Pub patron strikes bartender 
by Alyson Goodwin 

A dispute between a bartender 
and a patron at Willy's Pub ended in 
a physical blow Jan. 21. 

"Apparently, there was a disagree-
ment between a bartender and a pa-
tron regarding Pub rules concerning 
traffic flow. As a result, a punch was 
thrown," said Rice Campus Police 
Chief Mary Voswinkel. 

The Pub last week made several 
policy changes designed to improve 
security, including removing the ciga-
rette machine from the lobby, requir-
ing that lines form upstairs, chang-
ing the exit to the rear of the Pub, and 

enforcing stricter compliance with 
occupancy rules. Voswinkel said this 
incident has not prompted further 
discussion of changes to Pub policy. 

According to Voswinkel, there are 
no plans to place a police officer in 
the Pub on Thursdays. "Of course, 
we'll still respond to calls," she said. 

Dean of Students Sarah Burnett 
said that she refers complaints from 
the Pub manager or the campus po-
lice that come into her office to the 
University Court, "which... recom-
mends a penalty to me." 

Burnett emphasized, "We take 
things which happen at the Pub very 
seriously because it is a licensed es-
tablishment" 

Sexual harassment at Exeter and A&M 
by Shala Phillips 

Exeter chair sentenced 
Lane Bateman, the former drama 

department chair at Phillips Exeter 
Academy, was sentenced Jan. 13 to 
five years in prison for child pornog-
raphy. 

In an apology to the students and 
families, Bateman said that he de-
served his punishment 

"I have broken laws.... I have bro-
ken taboos. I realize I will be and 
deserve to be punished. I hope I can 
become a healed man [and] when 
that happens, I hope my family, my 
friends, my students can forgive me," 
he said. 

Bateman was convicted last fall of 
possessing child pornography and 
shipping it across state lines after 
authorities raided his campus apart-
ment in July. 

Assistant U.S. Attorney Arnold 
Huftalen had requested a sentence 
of 21 to 27 years for Bateman, argu-
ing that Bateman had shown no re-
morse. 

Michael Caven, a former student 
of Bateman's at a Long Island, N.Y. 
high school led the authorities to 
Bateman. Caven stated that Bateman 
had used drugs and alcohol to con-
vince Caven to submit to sex over a 
six-week period in 1980. Caven said 
he went to police after entering 
therapy two years ago and realizing 
the harm he had suffered. 

Bateman will enter a sexual of-
fenders program at a federal peniten-
tiary in Butner, N.C. 
Source: The Notre Dame Observer, 
Jan. 14, 1993 

'Affiie Breathalyzer' offends 
Grimes County Sheriff's Deputy 

Rebecca Hendrick charged that she 
was sexually harassed while attend-
ing a class on DWI enforcement in 
1991. 

The class, taught by Brazos 
County attorney James Kuboviak, 
was held in the recruit school of the 

Law EnforcementTraining Division, 
part of the Texas Engineering Exten-
sion Service (TEEX), a member of 
the A&M University System. 
Kuboviak presented Hendrick with 
an apparatus that she described as 
being a "black box with lights and a 
plastic penis attached to it" She was 

THE HEDGES 
then told to blow into the "Aggie 
Breathalyzer." 

Hendrick said she realized that 
the joke was used to break the mo-
notony of the class, but she felt that it 
was done at her expense. 

Hendrick raised complaints that 
the investigation into the incident 
was downplayed by TEEX, and that 
authorities failed to interview her or 
to notify her of the results of the 
investigation. Brenda Sims, coordi-
nator for marketing and communica-
tion at TEEX, said, "Of course we 
interviewed her, and it is documented 

in the report of the probe's findings." 
Sims also said that Hendrick had 

not yet received a report on the inves-
tigation because until recently,TEEX 
had been "tied up in legal findings." 

TEEX's investigation confirmed 
the existence of the "Aggie 
Breathalyzer," and condemned the 
use of "the unusual device," stating 
that it "is not appropriate for class-
room use whether it offended any-
one or not; it is no longer being used." 

Sims stated that the device has 
not been used since mid-1991. 

The investigation revealed that 
Hendrick was the only female recruit 
who commented on the offensive 
nature of the training aid, and that 
Kuboviak was considered an out-
standing professor. Hendrick and 
several other students enrolled in 
the class stated that no one had come 
forward with the complaint because 
such an allegation could seriously 
damage their future careers. 

Sims said every student has a 
chance to speak up at the end of the 
class session in an anonymous evalu-
ation, but Hendrick did not. 

Sims also said she found it strange 
that Hendrick had waited 19 months 
to register her complaint 
Source: The Texas A&M Battalion, 
Jan. 18, 1993 

Crimestats 
for the week ending Jan. 17 

BUILDING DATE INCIDENT 
RMC 1/13 Public Intoxication. Charges were 

filed against subject. 

COLLEGE DATE INCIDENT 
Baker 1/10 Bike taken from bike rack. 
Brown 1/12 Bike taken from bike rack. 
Lovett 1/13 Bike taken from bike rack 
Brown 1/17 First floor window broken. 

PARKING LOT DATE INCIDENT 
Allen Center 1/14 Vehicle taken from lot. 

<> 
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Student Environmental Conference held 
by Sanjit Ganguli 

The Rice Student Conference on 
Society and the Environment con-
vened for its first session Jan. 23 at 
the Rice Memorial Center Grand Hall. 
Approximately 100 people, including 
high school students from 40 area 
high schools, Rice students, and vari-
ous members of the Houston com-
munity, attended the various student 
presentations, keynote addresses, 
and panel discussions. 

"The program went smoothly. The 
people who attended got a good feel 
of what the conference was about," 
sad Will Rice College senior David 
Greene, organizer of the conference. 

The day was divided into three 
sessions, each focusing on a sepa-
rate environmental topic. These ses-
sions addressed the environmental 
ethic, current societal problems, and 
possible solutions. 

One well attended session was 
the student presentations involving 
the problems of current transporta-
tion. These discussions assessed the 
use of recycled materials on high-
ways, electric cars, and alternative 
fuels. 

The lecture on alternative fuels 
was given by Reena Kawal, Hanszen 
'92, now working for a small corpora-
tion which deals with environmental 

impacts. Her talk evaluated the vari-
ous types of fuels available and the 
efficiency of each. 

Another popular segment was the 
discussion of Biosphere II, the mod-
ule housing an experiment with syn-
thetic environments. Lovett sopho-
more Lauren Rosenblatt gave an over-
view of the entire project and ex-
plained how various parts of this en-

'I applaud the efforts of 

David Greene and 

company for their effort 

to cast off the shackles 

of Rice apathy.' 

—Tony Chen 

vironment functioned. 
Brown junior Tony Chen pre-

sented an overview of Albert Gore's 
environmental views through an 
analysis of his book, Earth in the 
Balance. 

Each presentation was followed 
by an active question and answer 
session. 

State Representative Scott 
Hochberg delivered a keynote ad-

dress on state environmental legisla-
tion, discussing many faults he saw 
with the current system. 

Various organizations were rep-
resented during the conference, in-
cluding the Galveston Bay Founda-
tion. Glenda Callaway, a representa-
tive of the Galveston Bay Founda-
tion, spoke about the partnerships 
for conflict resolution. The Founda-
tion is concerned with developing a 
comprehensive conservation and 
management plan for the bay, which 
is the largest estuary in Texas and 
the second most productive bay fish-
ery in the United States, by the fall of 
1994. 

The Houston Rainforest Action 
Group was also represented. This 
group handed out information con-
cerning the destruction of rainforests 
throughout the world and how to 
stop this activity. 

For next year's program, the Rice 
Environmental Club hopes to in-
crease pu blicity, shorten the program 
length, or split the conference into a 
two-day affair. 

"For an inaugural program, I think 
it was a success. I applaud the efforts 
of David Greene and company for 
their effort to cast off the shackles of 
Rice apathy. We've learned a lot from 
the conference and we can apply this 
knowledge to conferences in the fu-
ture," remarked Chen. 

Long-term Health Services changes possible 
by Sam Cole 

Proposed changes affecting Rice 
Health Services may not come about 
as quickly as expected due to the 
resignation of President Rupp and 
continued analysis of the way ser-
vices are currently provided. 

"With a change of president, it 
may delay decisions on the future of 
Health Services," said Amanda 
Schnee, director of Health Services. 
She said a new president could affect 
these changes because he or she will 
be an influence on Health Services in 
future years. 

A possible new site for Health 

Services is one such example: T h e 
situation regarding space is all on 
hold," Schnee said. 

One change that immediately af-
fects Health Services will be the re-
placement of one of two registered 
nurses with a licensed vocational 
nurse. 

After a registered nurse left Health 
Services last year, Schnee said she 
was unable to find a suitable replace-
ment while staying within budgetary 
constraints. Licensed vocational 
nurses generally go through one to 
two years of training, while regis-
tered nurses receive a three- to four-
year undergraduate degree in nurs-
ing. 

Schnee said there will be no 
change in services from the student's 
perspective due to these limitations. 
T h e quality of the care will not de-
crease," she said. 

The Graduate Student Associa-
tion recently conducted a survey of 
graduate students to inquire about 
the need for year-round health care. 
The results of the survey are not yet 
available. 

More extensive changes to the 
way Rice University insures its em-
ployees will also not be implemented 
for over a year because of the time-
co nsuming nature of the process, said 
Human Resources Director Caroline 
Garcia. 

ft 

Honor 
FROM PAGE 1 

vagueness of the wording might 
cause questions." However, he 
agreed with the principle of the addi-
tion. "It has to be added for [the 
council] to say it's in the constitu-
tion." 

The proposed changes to the ap-
peals process involve the creation of 
an Appeals Board, which would re-
view Honor Council verdicts at the 
request of the accused student 

The board would consist of the 
dean of students, either a Rice com-
munity member appointed by the 
president of the university or the 
president himself, and a member of 
the student body chosen by the sen-
ate. 

The accused student would need 
a two-third vote from the board to 
change his or her penalty, and a u nan i-
mous vote to overturn the convic-
tion. The current Honor Code allows 
an accused student to appeal a con-
viction twice, first to the dean of stu-
dents, then to the president 

Fargason felt that the modifica-
tions to the appeals process were the 
most tentative proposals. T h e Honor 
Council voted nearly unanimously 
for these changes, but they may not 
get passed by the dean of students," 
he explained. 

Fargason's intention in approach-
ing the senate was twofold. "First of 
all, we want to get the information 
out Students expect the senators and 
presidents to know things, and if they 
have questions, we want them to be 
able to come to [senate members]. 
Secondly, we would like to see the 
senate support these changes. We 
would like a good consensus of back-
ing from the senate." 

The proposed modifications will 
only become part of the Honor Code 
constitution and by-laws if three-
fourths of the student body ratifies 

them in the Feb. 23 general election. 
Procedural changes to the Honor 

Code, which account for the rest of 
the proposed revisions announced 
last week, do not require student 
ratification. After the changes are 
approved by Burnett, they require a 
three-fourths ratification from within 
the Honor Council to become proce-
dure. 

One major procedural change 
would allow the council to use an 
accused student's statements during 
an investigation as evidence in a trial. 
Previously, remarks made by the 
accused to the investigations com-
mittee were not used during a hear-
ing or trial. Under the revisions, in-
vestigations would be recorded, and 
the accused would be held account-
able for any contradictions in his tes-
timony. 

Suggested procedural changes 
would also permit the council to pur-
sue accusations which may arise 
against other students during pro-
ceedings. In their defense of this pro-
posal, the Blue Book Revisions Com 
mittee cited last year's case #6 as an 
instance when evidence of additional 

Honor Code violations arose during 
a trial, but the council was powerless 
to initiate an investigation into the 
matter. 

The Blue Book Revision Commit-
tee cited another of last year's cases 
as a reason for their proposal to allow 
an accused student to view the evi-
dence 24 hours before the prelimi-
nary hearing. 

During last year's case #27, the 
accused students were presented 
with a large volume of evidence that 
they were unaware of until the trial. 
The Blue Book Revisions Commit-
tee explained that the change would 
"insure that the accused is given ev-
ery opportunity to be adequately pre-
pared for a trial or hearing." 

The proposed revisions to proce-
dure would allow the Honor Council 
to charge a witness at a trial or hear-
ing with perjury. The council would 
recommend to Dean Burnett penal-
ties for a witness caught lying. 

T h i s addition only makes sense," 
said committee member Steve Hack-
ney. "We swear people in as wit-
nesses, but before we couldn't do 
anything to them if they lied." 

Survey 
FROM PAGE 1 

third." 
During a two-week period from 

Nov. 7-21 of last year, SA members 
conducted a series of 521 interviews 
with current Rice students about the 
state of Rice athletics. These inter-
views attempted to gauge how the 
majority of the Rice student body felt 
about the Rice athletic program and 
the presence of scholarship athletes 
at the university. The survey included 
questions such as whether Rice 
should continue to compete in any 
Division I sports and how far the 
university should lower its academic ̂  
stand ard s to admit prospective schol-
arship athletes. 

Herz praised the quality of the 
survey, saying it "was done in a scien-
tific manner and handled very 
well...something we [the SA] have 
not done before." 

Since over 70 percentof the people 
targeted responded to the survey, 
Herz felt that it would be an accurate 
measurement of most Rice students' 
opinions about athletics. T h e num-
bers are sound and the method was 
sound," he concluded. 

Goldsmith was positive about the 
survey as well even though he had 
not known about it before Wednes-
day. He asserted that most of the 
un iversity was supportive of Rice foot-
ball and the athletic program in gen-
eral. "I know where the majority of 
the faculty and the student body lie 
[on this issue]," he said. 

GSA Business 
The Graduate Student Association Senate met Jan. 21. The following 
items were discussed: 
•Michael Winters of the Rice Counseling Center discussed the 
College Assistance Peer Program. Contact Winters at x4867 for more 
information. 
•Election rules changes made to the GSA Constitution were debated 
and approved. 
•The Graduate House will pay 50 percent of the cost of a new Grad 
House Shuttle. The university will pay the other 50 percent. 
•The GSA is working with the Alumni Association to redesign graduate 
student reunions. 
•GSA Men's Beer-Bike team needs a captain. Contact the GSA if you 
are interested. 
•Submit your Beer-Bike T-Shirt design by Feb. 20 to the GSA Council. 
•Chugging practice for Beer-Bike will take place each Friday at 
Valhalla beginning at 5 p.m. 
•The SurveyCommittee on Health Services is preparing its final report 
to be released by Jan. 31. 
•Council recommended that religion and physics books be purchased 
for Fondren Library in recognition for the service President Rupp and 
Vice President for Student Affairs Stebbings have provided for the 
university. 
•One hundred dollars approved to subsidize the Rice Habitat for 
Humanity coordinator's trip to attend the Southwest Habitat for 
Humanity Conference in Tulsa. 
•Jones School TG and Valentine's Day Party are planned. 

Next meeting: Feb. 18 in the RMC Conference Room at 7 p.m. 

—compiled by Nick Panaro 

IS GOD CALLING YOU TO THE CARMELITES? 

y o u <vie 

• C O M M U N I T Y • i | ^ | j i i i S Y E R • M I N I S T R Y 

— CONTACT — 

Fr. Thomas Jordan O. Carm 

6725 Reed Road • Houston, TX 77087 

( 7 1 3 ) 6 4 9 - 5 6 4 9 

12th ANNUAL CELEBRATION! 

I RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW 
DON'T WAIT 'TIL IT'S TOO LATE! 

B A H I A M A R HOTEL & C O N D O S • 
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S K I V A I L / B E A V E R CREEK-
B E A V E R C R E E K W E S T C O N D O S • 

ALL PRICING FOR ENTIRE STAY-NOT PER NIGHT 

CALL TODAY 
CENTRAL SPRING BREAK INFORMA TION AND RE5ERVA TIONS 

< 1-800-321-5911 
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Five exhibits opened this week 

which feature Rice mafia—uh, fac-

ulty—members. At the Glassed 

School of Art, Conventional Forms/ 

Insidious Visions wiH run through 

Mar. l . The exhibit examines "how 

traditional styles, forms and motifs are 

subvertedto express contemporary anxi-

ety" and features work by KARIN BROKER, 

STELLA DOBBINS, JOHN SPARAOANA a n d 3 1 

other Houston artlsits. 6 3 9 - 7 5 0 0 . 

At the Transco Tower GaNery, A Sense 

of Place includes work by department 

chair BAIIUOI POULOS and Dreams and 

Imagination includes pieces by 

SPARAOANA. 4 3 9 4 4 0 1 . Through Feb. 2 6 . 

Foreign Influences is a two-person ex-

hibit shared by DOBBINS and POULOS. At 

the Museum of Eaet Texas In Lufkln, 

Tues.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. andSat.-£un. 

n o o n - 5 p . m . ( 4 0 9 ) 6 3 9 4 4 3 4 . 

Bames-Blackman Gallery's The Lan-

guage of Drawing presents works by 

four artists including GEORGE SMITH. 

Through Feb. 28. 1501 Elgin at La 

Branch. 5 2 0 0 0 5 9 . AM shows are free. 

Sample seixoada, flan and guarana at 

Club IberoAmerlcano's Brazilian dinner 

this Sun. at 5 p.m. Sign up today in the 

Spanish Department office, where maps 

to professor RKAROO YAMAL'S house and 

wiN be available. x5451. $8 price in-

cludes club membership, members pay 

S3. 

Best Banner of the Year Award goes to 

the Archi-Arts folks for their comic strip 

parade. However, they kind of cheated— 

senior Vi THAN borrowed it from the 

Museum of Fine Arts, who used tt for a 

Great American Comic exhibit In 1991. 

The consolation prize goes to the Black 

Student Union's MARTIN LUTHER KINO Day 

banner. The banner misspelled "com-

memoration" while urging students 

to skip classes. It could happen 

to anyone. 

BRAVE LINEUP 

Archis, spicy eclectic bands promise best formal of the year 

Tonight, Sat. and Sun. 

catch the Houston 

premiere of 

VACLAV HAVEL'S 

Temptation at DiverseWorks. The play 

is directed by JAMES BELCHER and features 

sculpture by JESSE LOTT. 8 p.m. Free. Call 

for reservations, 228-0914. 

Also at DiverseWorks, our favorite art 

organization, two exhibits open Sat. 

night. New Works by Houston artists 

MARTHA BUSH and LYNN CAZABON explores 

the Nnk between women's bodies and 

their sexuality. WITHOUT addresses is-

sues surrounding the AIDS epidemic. 

Through Mar. 14. 228-0914. 

Hipnopop, the fab Jazz trio headed up by 

Wleea Junior NICK WALKER, wiH play this 

Wednesday and next at Ovations. $4. 

522-9801. 

Rice Juniors and graduate students with 

an Interest In American art from the 

colonial period to the 19th century are 

Invited to apply for the Jameson Fellow-

ship for American Decorative Arts. The 

fellowship provides a $6,000-7,000 sti-

pend for an Intern at the Museum of Fine 

Art's Bayou Bend Collection. Call SUSAN 

Wooo at x4959 for more Info. 

ARCHI-ARTS, WITH BRAVE COMBO & DE SCHMOG 

FEB. 6 

$20 PER PERSON IN ADV. 

BY B O O T H B A B C O C K 

For everyone who thought that they had 
finally left the stilted trivialities of the formal 
dance behind in high school, the harsh realities of 
Esperanza and Rondelet may come as a splash of 
the proverbial cold water in the face, a splash that 
tells one that no matter how much growing up 
one does, one is doomed to repeat the, um, 
highlights of high school over and over again, 
just with more expensive outfits. 

All is not lost, however, because the School 
of Architecture at this here university offers a 
refreshing alternative to the same old formal— 

If you have a hankering 
for a merengue, thirst 
for a oberek or crave a 
choro, Brave Combo 
will probably manage 
to mix all of them into a 
cover of some classic 
rock tune that's just 
begging to be defiled. 

Archi-Arts. More a costume ball than a formal 
(though those not in costume are asked to come 
in black tie), Archi-Arts is the dance I'd always 
expected to find when I got into college—artsy, 
weird, creative, interesting and maybe just a little 
crazy. What a refreshing change from the first 
formal of the year, Esperanza, which scared me 
to death as a freshman as I contemplated the 
depths to which supposedly maturing students 
sank as they returned to the primordial muck 
from which they graduated. 

This year's Archi-Arts promises to be the 
most impressive since I've been at Rice. That 

ise is thanks largely to the scheduling of 
two of Texas' most 
impressive bands, 
Denton's Brave Combo 
and Houston's de 
Schmog. Each band 
offers an impressively 
eclectic musical style 
and enough manic 
happiness to cheer up 
any dreary party. 

Brave Combo hails 
from the musically 

fertile town of Denton, home of the University of 
North Texas and the ground from which seminal 
Texas bands Last Rites and Ten Hands sprang. 
Predating those bands, Brave Combo avoided the 
white-boy funk route that most Denton bands 
seem drawn to and instead burst out with a sound 
of their own, a sound drawn from an impressive 
knowledge of musical styles from around the 
world. It is impossible to pinpoint the origin of 
Brave Combo's style because they freely steal 
from a variety of cultures and feel no guilt about 
doing truly shameful things to songs that they 
cover. How about "Hava Nagila" as a twist? 
"Purple Haze" as a polka? 

Brave Combo is the product of Carl Finch's 
disgust with mid-70s pop music. Reveling in 
polkas, cha-chas, tangos, waltzes and a variety of 
other American and World Beat forms, Finch 
formed Brave Combo in 1979 with the mission 
of "taking the squarest stuff possible, and playing 
it seriously." 

Finch, who sings and plays guitar and 
accordion, was joined by multi-talented horn 
player Jeffrey Barnes and Cenobio Xavier 
"Bubba" Hernandez, apparently a would-be Latin 
lover who also plays bass and sings. In 1985 the 
band was joined by percussionists Phil 
Hernandez and Joseph Cripps. 

The band has now released 10 albums 
spanning a 12-year period, from 1979's 
Polkomonia to 1990's breakthrough, A Night On 
Earth. Their releases have also included a recent 
Christmas album which I would say is the best 
way to beat the cloying tripe of celebrity 
Christmas music, and Eejhanaika, dedicated to 
1940s Japanese pop music. The band has 
received numerous honors worldwide. They were 

tr«* 

Brave Combo might surprise you with a danceable polka version of "Purple Haze. 

cited as the top 'Talent Deserving Wider 
Recognition" in Downbeat magazine three years 
running, they have appeared on Garrison 
Keillor's "Prairie Home Companion" (he referred 
to them as, "entertainers that just won't take no 
for an answer"), they played below Woody 
Woodpecker in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day 
Parade, and they were asked by World Music 
guru David Byrne to play at his wedding. 

Perhaps most telling is the fact that Brave 
Combo has pined McDonald's and Baseball as 
one of the few successful U.S. exports to Japan. 
They have sold more records there than at home, 
and recently completed a highly successful tour 
of that country. They have also played to 
enthusiastic crowds in Europe; where they were 
forced by popular demand to perform a polka 
rendition of "Lukenbach Texas." 

If you have a hankering for a merengue, thirst 
for a oberek, or crave a choro, Brave Combo will 
probably manage to mix all of them into one 
song for you, and more likely than not, it will be 
a cover of some classic rock tune that's just 
begging to be defiled. If, like me, you have never 
heard of any of those forms of music, do not 
despair—they'll teach you, as well as play a great 
number of more recognizable styles, from ska to 
funk to... well, you get the picture. 

As if that wasn't enough, playing with Brave 
Combo is one of Houston's most promising 
bands, de Schmog. The band's recent CD Ed is 
one of the more impressive recent local releases, 
and I hope it will serve as a jumping off point for 
huge commercial success, a rarity for Houston 
bands. 

Their music, possibly more so than Brave 
Combo's, is of the eccentric nature. The most 
obvious thing about it is its joyousness. While 
cloying sweetness and delirious joy generally 
make me want to go kick babies around or 
emasculate puppies, I have to say de Schmog 
manages to blend in the right amount of silliness 
with a great deal of energy to produce cheerful 
music that one can actually listen to on a full 
stomach. They sing about love and flowers and 
crap like that, and if I didn't know better I might 
think they were from Austin—musicians in 
Houston never seem to be that happy. 

Their musical style seems to be some sort of 
mixture of 60s psychedelia and soul (their stuff 
strongly resembles music from Jesus Christ 
Superstar) with 1980s college rock jangliness 
and hooks. Singers Diane Koistinen and Kilian 
Sweeney harmonize well and actually sound as if 
they mean what they are singing to each other. 
The rest of the band—guitarist Brandon a 

Holbrook, bassist Jonathon Sage and drummer 
Chris Sweeney—play competently and with an 
exuberance that translates better onto the 
somewhat loosely produced disc than does their 

technical expertise. 
I have little idea what to expect from de 

Schmog live. Several of the tracks on the CD are 
taken from their earlier live tape Fairy Tale and 
they seem to indicate that the band's live 
performances are energetic and entertaining. 
Public News has been ranting about them for 
some time, and I do not know anyone who's seen 
them that has ever had anything bad to say. 

I saw Brave Combo live, at the KTRU Spring 
Concert two years ago. They are true showmen 
and attracted a legion of surprisingly old fans. 
This is a bind who attracts skinheads and punks 
as well as Yuppies and music connoisseurs; their 
fans are as diverse as their music. Expect to 
dance until you drop, and then roll around 
rhythmically on the floor, a slave to the beat, 

until you eventually collapse into a gibbering, 
drool-soaked, sweaty mass begging for more. 

De Schmog sings about 
love and flowers and 
crap like that, and if I 
didn't know better I 
might think they were 
from Austin—musicians 
in Houston never seem 
to be that happy. 

The mayhem of the music at Archi-Arts will 
fit in with die theme of animation. A more 
serious or somber theme would not jel as well, 
but good decorations and an assortment of great 
costumes will lend the whole affair an air of 
chaotic hilarity, if not hysteria, that promises to 
egregiously damage the nice clothes of anyone 
foolish enough to wear formal dress. 

Of course, all this wonderfulness comes with 
a catch, and that catch will set you back $40 a 
couple ($50 if you don't buy tickets 'till you get 
there). That's not small change. Forty dollars 
will buy you a plane ticket to Dallas (though why 
you'd want to go there is beyond me); it'll buy 
67.8 bean burritos atTaco Bell; It'll buy 120 
Olympia beers (and just think about how much 
trouble you could get into with 120 Oly's!). 

My recommendation is: if you like dances at 
all, skip Rondelet and blow the money on Archi-
Arts instead. I swear it'll be vastly more fun, so 
much fun you'll have to break your jaw to get the 
smile off you face. If you just can't deal with 
dances at all or just don't feel like finding a date, 
well, at least you can still buy 33 burritos and 60 
Oly's and have a little party of your own. 
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SHE SHALL OVERCOME 

n 
FROM THE MISSISSPPI DELTA 

THROUGH FEB. 14. $ 1 0 FOR STUDENTS TUES.-THURS. 

ALLEY THEATRE, 2 2 8 - 8 4 2 1 

B Y J O N A D L E R 

From the Mississippi Delta is the story of a 
woman, Dr. Endesha Ida Mae Holland, and the 
journey of her life as told in her own words. This 
sounds somewhat trite and self-indulgent, and on 
some levels it is. But when the lights come up for 
the Alley's new production on the Neuhaus 
Arena Stage, the audience is swept away by the 
poignancy and universality of this woman's 
struggle. 

Holland's life in the Mississippi Delta, as well 
as her journey from the Delta to the University of 
Minnesota, where she received her doctorate in 
1985, is vividly recreated by a stunning cast of 
three African-American actors. These women are 
given the difficult task of portraying multiple 
characters; male, female, black and white. They 
often must step into a new character in front of 
the audience's eyes, and watching these 
transitions occur is as exciting as watching a 
spectacular set change occur in a multi-million 
dollar Broadway production. 

The actors, KenaTangi Dorsey, Kim 
Brockington and Sheila Ramsey, make these 
changes astoundingly well. They make it easy for 
the audience to know exactly whom they are 
portraying at any given moment There was 
never a doubt in my mind as to the gender or race 
of a single character through the entire play. The 
energy given off by these performers is also 
intense; they are a pleasure to watch and listen to 
as they sing various spirituals and anthems of the 
civil rights movement 

The acting was the highlight of the evening, 
but the actors were given a brilliant script by 
Holland. Amusingly enough, Endesha became a 
playwright when she accidentally enrolled in an 
advanced play writing seminar by reversing two 
digits on her registration form. Holland gave 

UNLEASHED 

herself the first name Endesha, which is Swahili 
for "she who leads herself and others forward," 
and after seeing this play, you can understand 
why this name is appropriate. The play tells of 
Holland's time as an exotic dancer who puffs 
cigarette smoke rings from her vaginal lips, 
leaving the audience in complete hysterics, and 
of her experiences as a worker for SNCC, the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Commission 
(no relation to Rice's SNC). 

But it also tells of serious events from her life, 
such as being raped by a white man when she 
was 11, and it recounts the life of her mother, a 
midwife known as Aint Baby and later as Second 
Doctor Lady, played by Ramsey. There is a 
wonderful scene in which Dorsey recounts the 
story of watching Aint Baby birth a baby that 
was turned the wrong way as Ramsey mimes the 
action. One of Holland's gifts is an astounding 

r: a success story 
use of language, and the actors succeed in 
recreating the Mississippi Delta dialect Don't 
worry, though, there's a glossary in the program. 

The production is unique because it confronts 
social issues and contemporary history. It attacks 
issues, taking them by the horns, rather than 
beating around the bush, which happens in a play 
like Lips Together, Teeth Apart, currently on the 
Alley's Large Stage. It is a play about the civil 
rights movement but From the Mississippi Delta 
is also a play about people. Though the script 
drags a bit at the end, when Holland basically 
thanks everyone she knows by name, most of the 
piece is spectacular. Especially significant as a 
work of African-American theater and women's 
theater, which are not often granted the limelight 
that this work has now gained, the play reaches 
an audience of more than just African-American 
women, and is one that should not be missed. 

Brockington, Dorsey and Ramsey celebrate the triumphs of Dr. Holland. 

Collegiate porn question: a group project asks a moral compromise 
BY S H A I L A K. D E W A N 

The scenario: a film class is assigned a 
semester-long group project Come up with a 
narrative, produce it on 16-mm, edit it and show 
up with a final product The film class is unable 
to agree on the subject matter. 

Four of the five students want to film what 
might be termed a feminist pom flick, which 

explores questions of women's 
subjectivity when placed against 

8 B H sexuality. This idea is spearheaded by 
one woman in the class, whom we'll call 

g Athena, just for fun. 
faw ™ But wait—it just so happens that one 

^ of the other students is an evangelical 
Christian, who thinks that depicting 

$j*$3 nudity and advocating premarital sex Ls 
„ morally wrong. She won't participate in 

the project because for her it would 
8 S « mean "putting God behind something 

else." This has happened to her before, 
when she portrayed a sexually explicit 

g g g g lesbian character in a play. She decided, 
' after that experience, that it wasn't 
• worth it to her. That she could not and 

" would not compromise her values again. 
^ ( | We'll call her Madonna. Just for fun. 
H&fcfe.. The first question, of course, is 
whether or not there's any way to make a film 
exploring female sexuality without depicting 
nudity or crossing Madonna's moral boundaries. 
No way, Athena says. We can't sweep it under 
the rug anymore. We can't talk about it and then 
not show iL I'm not interested in doing that at all. 

Yeah, say the other people in the course. 
I can't do i t says Madonna. Dropping the 

class is not an option for her, she says—it's in 
her major. She's paid her lab fees. 

The other four people in the group frown. 
They've got to come up with something else. 
They sit there, mute. No light bulbs appear above 
their heads. They want to make a film about sex. 
They're all interested in sex. They're college 
kids. No lightbulbs appear above Madonna's 
head, either. 

Madonna's got a pretty powerful stand, 
though. She's got Christ on her side. All 

Athena's got is a well-developed sense of gender 
inequality and a sea of academic theory inside 
her head. Both, they admit have missions. 
Madonna plans to make movies which return 
Hollywood to a more traditional, Christian 
morality. Athena's mission is less easily defined, 
but it has to do with manipulating images to 
portray women in a more positive, subjective 
way than they are usually portrayed. 

Both women are extremely committed to 
being socially responsible, and both agree that 
the cinema has an incredible impact on society. 
Both say that the media does not simply reflect 
mainstream societal values. As Athena says, 
cinema "professes itself as entertainment and it 
teaches our culture how to be." The trouble is, 
they don't agree on what "being socially 
responsible" is. Feminist against self-proclaimed 

Aesthetics, content and 
Biblical teachings clash 
in film class—but 
Christianity's down at 
four to one. 

anti-feminisL Athena admits that if she were in a 
group who wanted to make a movie depicting 
gang rape or other violence against women, she 
would certainly refuse to participate. 

Madonna, because of her singular stand, has 
found herself—perhaps less than eagerly—with 
the final veto power on the group's ideas. 
Basically, as Athena says, everything the group 
decides to produce must be filtered through 
Madonna's set of morals. But it's difficult to call 
this censorship. Because if the group overrides 
her veto, they would be censoring her. And she 
doesn't want to make a career out of making 
Christianized films, and then have someone drag 
up a film depicting sex and nudity, with her name 
on the credits. 

"I agree [with the group] to an extent" says 
Madonna. "I do agree that the body is nothing to 
be ashamed of." But is portraying something the 
same thing as advocating it? Yes, she says. While 

her motives in portraying nudity may be pure, 
she can't control how it impacts her audience. 
"Somebody might think something they're not 
supposed to think," she says. She's also 
concerned that children might see the film and be 
negatively impacted by it. 

The group's arguments against her basically 
fall into two categories. First they say that 
Madonna is vetoing their idea on the basis of 
non-aesthetic, or extra-aesthetic concerns. That is 
to say, she is not vetoing a scene on the basis of 
its believability or appropriateness within the 
construct of the film. She's not arguing against a 
particular kind of lighting or a certain costume. 
She's imposing an outside standard on the film, 
one which has, they claim nothing to do with iL 
"God is telling her what to do," Athena says. 

This argument has gaps. The idea that 
aesthetic decisions can be divorced from moral or 
political stance is naive. An image can certainly 
be more politically charged than a text and it 
would certainly be difficult to separate form from 
content in any useful or fundamental sense, 
especially in film. 

Their second argument is a simple one: four 
against one, Madonna loses. This is rather like 
inviting a vegetarian friend to dinner and saying, 
"We've all voted that you're going to eat meat 
tonighL" Neither argument has convinced 
Madonna, who is quite respectably standing her 
ground, to the quite understandable fury of her 
classmates. 

What the group has finally come up with, 
after prolonged discussion and the addition of 
two new, unwitting students, is rather a cop-
out—though it is admirably accomodating. Each 
student will write and direct his or her own 
segment on the topic of lust (An earlier version 
of this involved each student directing a segment 
on one of each of the seven deadly sins. Clever, 
but outvoted.) This is hardly an example of 
conseasus, but it will accomplish the teaching 
goals of the course. Everyone will leam what 
they are supposed to learn—except they will 
have a potentially uneven project lacking 
continuity and collaborative brilliance. 

Of course, the very mention of creative group 
SEE ART DEBATE, PACE 1 4 

y f c Rice CINEMA: Busby Berke-

f R . I toy, the sultan of splen-

dor back In the good old days of 

Warner Brothers, and actor Dick 

Powell team up for two time-endur-

ing musicals rich with humor, opu-

lence and style. Hollywood Hotol at 

7:30 and 0ames at 9:30 p.m. 

RICE CINEMA: Una Wertmuller 

S A T and Una Polita team up for 

two rare films: Love and Anarchy , 

the saga of a peasant in the fascist 

Italy of the '30s who tries to 

asassinate Mussolini; and the light-

hearted All Screwed Up, about a 

group of young adults who come to 

the big city. Classic "country mouse, 

city mouse" thing. 7:30 and 9:30 

p.m. 

SID TOWER PARTY: o k , s o i t ' s n o t a r t , b u t 

it will be entertainment, from 10 

p.m. to 2 a.m. Slap on your Mardi 

Gras Beads and head over to the 

Oasis of Love. 

@ ® @ ® ©GLF RICE CINEMA: Third 

S U N World Cinema series: "Con-

ceivably the best African film ever 

made," Soulymane Qisse's Bright-

ness premieres at 7:30. The film 

chronicles a boy's rites of passage 

into adulthood in sixteenth-century 

Mall. 

COFFEEHOUSE: C H goddess Lara 

Bruckmann in an acoustical jam. 

COFFEEHOUSE: H . K . Kahng. Acous-

M o N tic guitar. ' 

GROUNDHOG DAY! Undoubtedly, 

T u E the most underappreciated 

holiday appearing on American cal-

endars today. Think of Puczatawnie 

Phil tis morning, and cross your 

fingers that there will be now shad-

ows today. 

COFFEEHOUSE: Katie Krolikowski and 

Dave Edelman. Sax. 

CHAMBER MUSIC CONCERT, c o n -

W E D ducted by Eric Arbiter, Janet 

Rarick and David Kirk, will feature 

winds and brass performing works by 

Vivaldi, Mozart and Krommer, to name 

a few. Duncan Recital Hall 8 p.m. 

Free. 

COFFEEHOUSE: An amalgamation of 

Wlessmen, singing. 

@©@® ©ilT? COFFEEHOUSE: A 
T H u UBlue reading. 

STOP BY visiting professor Mark 

Mahosky's open studio to chat about 

painting, drawing, or perhaps the 

trials of being an artist in a post 

modem society. He is available ev-

ery Wednesday afternoon from 1 to 3 

to hang out with sincerely interested 

and even give some advice. His stu-

dio is located In the underworld 

ofSewall Hall next to the sculpture 

garden. 

SEW ALL ART GALLERY: Recent Gifts to 

the Rice Art Collection: Early Korean 

Ceramics to David Hockney. Through 

Feb. 13 . Free. 

RICE MEDIA CENTER: Recent Color Pho-

tographs by 1 9 8 0 alumna Doe 

Doherty. Through Mar. 5. Free. 
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ESKIMO GUY 

Leary laughs in the face of reality with dreams of Manilow head keggers 

m 

With a smoke and a Joke MTV-made comedian Denis Leary Is knocking on 
the doors of millions of unsuspecting American tv-watchers and show-seers. 
Believe It or not, this man Is raising children. 

MEATLESS WONDERS 

BY C A R L O S D E J U A N A 

Denis Leary's got it all. He's got a 
wife and two kids, a hit Off-
Broadway show, a Showtime special, 
a book, a live album. He hung out with 
Cindy at the MTV video awards, does 
Nike ads, will appear in four films this 
year, has a second one-man show 
scheduled for later this year, has 
appeared on the cover of Details 
magazine, and gets millions of dollars 
to walk around, yell a lot, and smoke 
cigarettes. So why is he so pissed? 

Maybe is has something to do with 
the '70s. In his live tape No Cure for 
Cancer, Leary takes on every nasty 
aspect of the '70s with pure cyni-
cism—covering everything from death 
to drugs to Elvis. 

"I grew up in the '70s," he yells, 
"That's when drugs were drugs, man. 
We did them all, goddammit! We did 
every fucking drug there was to be 
had. We did them all. We did stuff 
people don't do anymore, like ludes.... 
I think ludes explain why we were 
wearing the giant flaired, bell-bottom 
pants and the platform shoes.... There 
we were in the middle of a sexual 
revolution wearing clothing that 
guaranteed we wouldn't get laid!" 

And don't forget disco. 
"That was the only good thing 

about the 1980s," he says, "We got rid 
of one of the Bee-Gees. One down, 
three to go. Here's 10 bucks, bring me 
the head of Barry Manilow, alright! I 
want to drink beer out of his empty 
head. I want to have a Barry Manilow 
skull keg party at my apartment, okay! 
You write the songs, we'll drink the 
beer out your head!" 

Or maybe he's just pissed because 
things don't seem to make sense to 
him and a generation whose first 
memory is of the assassination of 
JFK—a generation whose heroes 
either died or sold out "We live in a 
country," he explains, "where John 
Lennon takes six bullets in the chest, 
Yoko Ono's standing right next to 
him. Not one fucking bullet! Explain 
that one to me, God!" 

Born an Irish Catholic in Massa-
chusetts in the late '50s, Leary was the 
kind of kid who grew up drinking the 
holy wine behind the altar when he 
was an altar boy. He was also the 
editor of his high school yearbook, 
was kicked off the hockey team for 
bad grades, and used to break into his 
town college and steal stuff. After 
making it through his eventful teenage 
years, he headed to Emerson College, 
where he and his friends founded the 
Comedy Workshop. It was here that 
Leary first developed his approach to 

comedy, and also wrote some "bad, 
new-wave, punk poetry." He and his 
friends were also fired from an 
Atlantic Weekly janitorial job they had. 
He for replacing the magazine's poetry 
with his and they for photo-copying 
their butts and leaving copies in all the 
trash cans around the office. 

According to John Leland, a writer 
for Newsweek which described him as 
"Lenny Bruce in the fast-lane," Leary 
is much calmer in person than on 
camera. His anger, however, is real, 
says Leary. "This thing is really just 
an exaggeration of what I think and 
how I say it." And he only smokes 
Marlboro Lights 100's off-camera. 

So maybe it's just these weird, 
twisted times that have made Denis 
Leary the man he is—times where 
men approach Leary after his show 
and tell him they feel his comparison 
of Jesus to Elvis is unfair—to Elvis. I 
guess it's things like these (and REM, 
Sting and non-smokers) that upset 
him. 

But, nevertheless, he's hot stuff in 
show business. So if you haven't seen 
his Off-Broadway show No Cure for 
Cancer, or his Showtime special, or 
his upcoming book, or heard his tape, 
or seen his ads, watch out He's 
knocking on your door, and coming in 
whether you like it or not. 

Vegetarian club extends carrot of friendship: free food and culinaiy lessons 
B Y J E R E M Y B O G A I S K Y 

There aren't a lot of free things left 
at Rice anymore. No free education; 
that was gone by the '60s. No free 
fortune cookies at the bookstore; we 

ate all of those. No free love, 
but then that was also often 
accompanied by free veneral 
diseases; so maybe that's ok. 

But now, due to the 
generosity inherent in the 
Hindu religion, Rice students 
can enjoy a free vegetarian 
Saturday night dinner. This 
weekly form of charity is 

sponsored by the Vegetarian Club, 
underwritten by the Hare Krishnas, 
and cooked by a dapper young devotee 

A REAL SHOOT 'EM UP 

named Krishna Kripa Das. To those 
who would think this suspicious: there 
is no attempt at conversion. Rather, the 
Hare Krishnas would like to encourage 
people to consider a healthier 
vegetarian diet "I teach this so people 
can be happy," said Krishna Kripa 
Das, "not to propagate my religion." 
And he has no hair, so there won't be 
any in the food. 

The dinner was accompanied by a 
lesson in Indian cooking, featuring one 
of the dishes served that evening. The 
evening I showed up Krishna Kripa 
Das emphasized the practical nature of 
Indian and vegetarian cooking. "Most 
dishes take less than 20 minutes to 
prepare," he said. This combined with 
the simplicity of the cooking make it 

especially suitable for the student 
lifestyle. In fact, said Krishna Kripa 
Das, he had cooked the evening's 
meal—enough to feed all 30 people 
who showed up—in an hour and a 
half. Members of the audience joined 
in a display of disbelief at this 
assertion. 

Beyond its mechanical advantages, 
the food was quite good. The 
evening's selections included pakora, 
which is a puffed up crunchy baked 
dish made of a chickpea flour batter 
and diced cabbage, served with a 
chutney made of coconut and yogurt 
This was accompanied in the vague 
category of appetizer ("Indians don't 
really have appetizers" said Vegetarian 
Club PR official VijayPai) by a spicy 

split-pea soup with many vegetables. 
The main dish was cauliflower and 
peas steamed with mustard seeds, 
cumin, chili peppers and ginger, and 
served with rice. 

Despite all the spices added it was 
hard to detect an overwhelming flavor; 
however on comparison with my 
memories of the cauliflower that 
Central Kitchen produces, I reached 
the conclusion that the Hare Krishnas 
have surpassed them on this count. 
And everything was topped off by 
some very good peanut-butter fudge. 

Satiated and satisfied, everyone left 
with the knowledge that the food they 
had eaten would be safely digested 

within 24 hours, whilst our sucker 
friends who had laughed when we 
suggested that they come along and 
went out for barbecue instead, would 
be struggling (according to Krishna 
Kripa Das) for the next three days with 
undigested meat which, by the time 
you read this, will have putrefied 
within them, resulting in a mild form 
of toxic shock. 

Go. Eat. Ask Krishna Kripa Das 
about meat Saturdays at 6 in the 
Wiess commons. 

(A donation is requested because 
they'd actually like to break even on 
this, but vegetables are cheap so you 
needn't give much.) 

Step up to the Mike at arty coffee house 
THE MIKE GUNN 

TONIGHT 

CATAL HUYUK, 2 3 7 - 1 0 1 8 

B Y E R I C S T O T T S 

If you love to bitch about paying 
exorbitant rates to see over-hyped 
musical extravaganzas (I won't name 
any examples, just the initials: U2, 
G'n'R), then you have no other option 
than to drag your ass downtown 
tonight for an evening of low-budget 
musical entertainment. The Mike 
Gunn—who incidentally was at 
Willy's Pub last semester for the 
measly admission price of $1—is 
appearing at Catal Huyuk for free. 

The Mike Gunn, which consists of 
lead singer and guitarist John Cramer, 
vocalist and guitarist Tom Carter (who 
also, incidentally, has a KTRU shift), 
bassist Scott Grimm, and drummer 
Curtis Mackey, offered to Pub patrons 
a playing style which was surprisingly 
multifaceted and deep—a style which 
is reflected in their newest CD Durban 
Poison. 

Durban Poison, a double album 
with five new tracks as well as a re-
mastered version of their first release 
Hemp for Victory, reflects the 
versatility of this band. Songs such as 

'Tom's in the Bathroom" and 
"Narcolepsy" which defy easy 
labels—"heavy" will have to suffice— 
balance well with tracks like "Mesa is 
Burning," which develops its steadily 
building rhythm over 17 minutes—ala 
the Flaming Lips—to a truly Pink 
Floydesque conclusion. 

This music is not easy to define, 
and herein lies its amazing appeal. 
While certain members of the press 
have taken the evident influence of the 
musical style of Black Sabbath to be 
an attempt at imitation, what the band 
is striving for, says Tom Carter, is an 
emphasis on more of the "heavy and 
spacey stuff' which characterizes the 
Sabbath sound. Speculation about the 
band's influences, however, takes a 
back seat to the musical experience 
itself. Perhaps the most refreshing 
thing about the Mike Gunn is the wide 
variation of playing styles present 
between and within songs. What 
results is a style which mediates very 
well between heavy and mellow, 
gradually building rhythms—a style 
which sets itself apart as variously 
inspired. Admittedly, the fact that the 
Mike Gunn has not been thrown into a 
general category stems in some part 
from the fact that they have only been 
around the local scene for a couple of 

years. But the amazing range of their 
music reinforces their position as a 
band to be reckoned with on its own 
terms. 

While the main intention of this 
article is to review, the opportunity to 
jump up on the soap box has presented 
itself. The Mike Gunn is just one 
example of many local bands which 
are dependent on the hope of attracting 
enthusiastic, curious people in order to 
begin to build a following. Many 
people at Rice are unaware of the 
opportunities which exist to take in 
talent such as the Mike Gunn for next-
to-nothing. So the next time you see a 
concert advertised at the Pub (unfortu-
nately very rare) or anywhere else for 
that matter, pull yourself away from 
what you're doing and make the leap. 
Who cares if they completely suck—it 
was only a buck, right? Better to find 
out now than to find out after paying 
20 times as much for some big-
stadium sham. 

Enough moralizing. The Mike 
Gunn—they're talented and they're 
free. So whatever your particular 
frame of mind—pissed-off, mellow, or 
just lost and searching—give the Mike 
Gunn a shot—opportunities of this sort 
may not continue to present them-
selves like this. 

Work in progress 

Untitled by Dana Tip. 

This week's Work in Progress was produced in John Sparagana's 
monotype class. "It's kind of a new medium for me, so I'm kind of just 
starting," Lovett senior Yip said. "It requires a different kind of 
thinking—it's a subtractive land of art instead of somethinglike painting 
where you add the paint to the canvas. It makes creating a mood a lot 
easier than painting." 
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UNLEASHED 

Barb Bushs lamed friendliness nowhere in sight for cookies at Rice Foods 
B Y j E F F K U H R 

The house isn't very hard to find, 
and most everyone within a 20-mile 
radius knows where it is. Some guy in 
a sweater and jogging pants buying 
donuts at a local Circle K told me 
where it was. He told me also to give 
them his regards. He didn't offer them 
a donul 

Unlike their old residence in 
Washington, D.C., the Bush's new 
white house is not very big, nor does it 
have homeless people sleeping on the 
sidewalk out in front. And also, as of 
now, there are no daily tours. 

Like many of the houses in the 
neighborhood, the Bush's house has 
two floors, nice watermelon green 
grass, and is protected by some kind of 
alarm system. But unlike many of the 
houses in the neighborhood, the 
Bush's house is also protected by a 
small army of Secret Service agents as 
well as the Bush's author/dog Millie. 

I ran into a Secret Service agent 
who as far as I know hasn't published 
his memoirs yet 

I rang the door bell expecting to be 
greeted by Barbara, but instead was 
greeting by what I supposed to be the 
yapping ot Millie. She cried at the 
door for a second before a woman 
with black hair told me (through the 
door) to go to the side door. 

I walked around toward the side 
door contemplating whether I should 
force my way through the door, 
demanding a glass of Crystal Pepsi, 
and ask to see Barbara. 

When I reached the door a man 
was standing there waiting for me. 
There was not a trace of happiness 
anywhere to be found on this man. I 
could probably take him. He looked 
like a rock with a receding hair line. 
There was no way this guy could be 
the chef or the gardener. I decided I'd 

BRANAGH'S FRIENDS 

have to be the first to speak. 
"Hi," I said. 
"Can I help you?" 
Oooh, must be Secret Service or a 

lost McDonald's drive thru guy. 
"Yeah, I'm here from Rice 

University..." 
"You wanna step back please..." 
"Sure," I said, stepping back. It's 

as if I were some killer owl here just to 
hoot and shoot. Whatever. "I'm from 
Rice University," I continued, "And I 
wanted to come by and give some 
cookies and talk to Mrs. Bush." 

"They're not receiving people and 
they're not accepting things like that." 

Things like what? Like cookies? 
Well, too bad, I thought, I left the 
Amy Fisher inflatable doll in the car. 

of fun. Not only will you have to set 
up a time to get a treat, but you'll 
probably get pennies or pencils or 
broccoli or something. And imagine 
the poor kid that comes to the door 
dressed like George Bush. 

"How can I set up an appoint-
ment?" I wanted to know. Stiff gave 
me a series of real sensible answers. It 
was almost like the Iran-Contra 
hearings or something. 

"You can call the office," said 
Stiff. 

"Which office?" I asked. 
"You need to write them a letter," 

he said. 
"Who?" 
"Just call information," he said. 
"Houston information?" I 

There, in the parking lot of the Rice 
Epicurian Market at the corner of San 
Felipe and Post Oak, stood the Silver Fox 
herself, her waving chalk-like hair calling 
me like the Sirens of Titan. 

Or maybe I should have brought the 
missing pages from George's diary. 

"Oh really?" I asked. "No more?" 
"No," said Stiff. "No more." 
"Is there a time I could come 

back?" 
"No sir, you can't," said the guy, 

who probably could've used the Amy 
Fisher doll. "If you'd like to write a 
letter to the President's office you're 
welcome to do that," he said. "But this 
is a private residence and unless you 
have an appointment, they're not 
accepting anyone." 

Some private residence, I thought. I 
never made appointments with any of 
my neighbors. Halloween at the 
Bush's next year is going to be loads 

wondered. This apparently pissed him 
off. I thought it was a legitimate 
question. 

"Do you have some identifica-
tion?" he asked 

I showed him my Rice ID. 
"Do you have a driver's license?" 
"Yeah," I told him. "It's in the 

car," I said pointing to the car. 
"They're not receiving people here 

at the house," he said, taking a step 
towards me. I took another step back. 
"You're not welcome to come back to 
the house like this," he continued 
cordially. "If you'd like to write them 
a letter, call information and get the 
number of the office and write it to the 
office." 

Peter' serves up sitcom fun on silver screen 
BY K R I S T I A N L I N 

One could describe Peter's Friends 
in a number of ways. It's Noel Coward 
for the '90s. It's dysfunctional drawing 
room comedy. It's ripe Britcom 
sentimentality a la Richard Brinsley 
Sheridan. 

It's the smash hit written by Rita 
Rudner and Martin Bergman and 
directed by Kenneth Branagh that has 
been breaking box-office records in 
Britain. 

Peter (Stephen Fry) is a dissolute 
and lonely man living off a large 
inherited estate who decides to gather 
his college friends for a 10-year 
reunion at his house and finds them all 
going through crises. Andrew 
(Branagh) is a recovering alcoholic 
who despises his job writing for an 
American sitcom. He is also trying to 
keep afloat his maniage to the jealous 
and fitness-obsessed star of his sitcom, 
Carol (Rudner). She takes one look at 
the fat-laden English dinner that Peter 
is having prepared for them and asks, 
"Shouldn't we send for the ambulance 
now?" 

Meanwhile, Sarah (Alphonsia 
Emmanuel) is in a torrid affair with a 
married man. Roger (Hugh Laurie) 
and Mary (Imelda Staunton) are trying 
to deal with the death of a son. Maggie 
(Emma Thompson) is looking for a 
man, and she's desperate enough to go 
to Peter's bedroom in the middle of 
the night, throw open her dress, and 
say, "Fill me with your little babies." 
Peter turns her down as gently as he 
can, explaining that lost interest in sex 
anyway. He says, "If I were interested, 
you'd be right up there on my wish 
list. Right up there with Michelle 
Pfeiffer and River Phoenix." 

As you can see, the storyline is 
pretty grim, and Branagh has to fight 
to keep things from becoming 
maudlin. Not an easy task when just 
about everyone in the cast is in tears at 
one point or another. If it weren't for 
the brilliantly funny lines by Rudner 
and Bergman and die way die actors 
deliver them with finesse, this movie 
would be unbearable, great cast and 
all. 

As director, Branagh's sense of 
visual splendor can be seen in the 
Rembrandtian hues of Henry V and the 
devices from Orson Welles and Alfred 
Hitchcock in Dead Again. Here, 
though, his visual sense seems to have 
been inspired not by Rembrandt, 
Welles, or Hitchcock, but by British 
television. This isn't surprising, since 
Fry, Laurie and Staunton all have 
extensive experience as television 
actors (you may recognize them in 
PBS's reruns of "Blackadder"), and 
Rudner and Bergman are known in 
England from a series of TV specials 
that they did. It's no wonder Carol 
says she feels like she's sitting with 
the cast of "Masterpiece Theater." She 
is. 

The soundtrack is stocked with 
early '80s rock by Cyndi Lauper, 
Bruce Springsteen, Tina Turner and 
the Pretenders. The songs are used 
nostalgically, and they have a breezy, 
refreshing effect that reminds us that 
we're not quite in the realm of 
"Masterpiece Theater." 

As much as Peter's Friends tries to 
be moving, it only succeeds when 
Peter and his companions sit around a 
piano and sing "The Way You Look 
Tonight." Staunton begins the song, 
then Thompson adds on this beautiful 
harmony, and finally the others join in. 

Sorry, Disney fans, but this is the 
most enchanting musical number in a 
movie since Juliet Stevenson and Alan 
Rickman sang "The Sun Ain't Gonna 
Shine Anymore" in last year's Truly, 
Madly, Deeply. 

If there's such a thing as intimate 
grandeur, here it is. 

But everything operates on a 
sitcom level. We never see how 
Andrew and Carol ever got together, 
or what their future will be like. Carol 
is a promising character; she's a 
former alcoholic and bulimic who's 
still afraid that she'll lose her husband 
if she loses her figure. And she's left 
at that. Rudner never probes deeper in 
the script or in her performance, and 
Carol is discarded in the most 
perfunctory manner. 

The end of the movie is a failure, 
as it emerges that Peter is suffering 
from a bigger problem than any of his 
friends are facing, and he's handling it 
better than they are. Exactly how does 
he deal with his problem? We're not 
given a clue. 

The message seems to be, "No 
matter how bad you think you have it, 
someone else has it worse, so be 
happy." Rudner and Bergman could 
develop into a formidable 
screenwriting team someday, and this 
is a commendable first effort, but it's 
all surface. 

Peter's Friends isn't for everyone. 
Anyone who thinks The Importance of 
Being Earnest is fluff or gets irritated 
at Noel Coward plays should be 
warned awaythis movie now. But this 
is still the best piece of ensemble 
acting since Glengarry Glen Ross, and 
it's funny enough that most people 
will find its flaws forgivable. Peter's 
Friends entertains, and it does it well. 

"Oh," I said. "Okay." 
Then he looked at me. Or maybe it 

was my bulging backpack he looked 
at, "You been out to the house 
before?" he asked. 

Yep, you know me—big fan of 
George and Barbara. Been out in the 
bushes every night since they've been 
back, waiting for just a glimpse of 
either of them. Just call me the Owl 
Stalker. 

"No," I said. 
"Ok... they're not accepting 

people," he said. 
Obviously, I thought "Yeah, well I 

just thought that so many people came 
by before and..." 

"Well, yeah, that's the problem— 
people continue to come by." 

"Ok," I responded. "So can I give 
her the cookies?" 

"No," he said getting that Maybe I 
Should Just Shoot the Twerp look on 
his face. "Write them a letter." 

And that was it 
So I left, figuring that 1 had come 

at a bad time. As far as I knew George 
and Barbara (and maybe Millie) were 
not to be disturbed between 2 and 3 
p.m. Maybe it was nap time. 

Driving down Post Oak and feeling 
dejected, a flash of silver caught my 
eye. I couldn't believe it—there, in the 
parking lot of the Rice Epicurean 
Market at the corner of San Felipe and 
Post Oak, stood the Silver Fox herself. 
Her waving chalk-like hair called me 
like the Sirens of Titan. I turned 
quickly into the lot. 

And my car stalled. 
Here I am, driving straight towards 

Mrs. Bush and my car stalls. She's 
looking at me, I'm watching her and 
the Secret Service men think I'm some 
crazed terrorist (or lunatic owl) on a 
suicide mission to kill Barb. They put 
her groceries into the trunk and 
watched me, waiting for me to make 
my move. 

I made it. 
I started the car and called out to 

Mrs. Bush to wait. She looked at me 
with what seems to be a look 
associated with gastric pain and began 
to get into the car. I quickly parked the 
car and jumped out and carrying my 
gifts like a Wise Man, ran towards her 
car. The secret service guy started to 
pull the car out, then stopped when he 
realized he may possibly hit my toes. 
He rolled down the window. 

"Hey Mrs. Bush, how are you?" I 

asked. 
"Fine," she said. 
"Great, listen, I just stopped by 

your house, but obviously you weren't 
there," I said. She just nodded. Up and 
(town and up and down. Maybe it 
wasn't the real Barbara. "Anyway, I'm 
from Rice University, and I just 
wanted to give you some cookies." Up 
and down and up and down. 

I reached into my bag and pulled 
out the green and red tin can my ex-
girlfriend gave me in the beginning of 
the year when things were on 
somewhat good terms. I had filled it 
with cookies earlier in the day and 
attatched a little note to it. The note 
said: "Welcome Home George, 
Barbara, and Millie. Love, Most of 
Rice University." I handed it over. 

She smiled and said thank you. 
"But wait," I said, reaching into my 

bag, "There's more." 1 took out the 
Milkbone Dog treats for medium sized 
dogs, weighing 20-35 pounds. "These 
are for Millie," I instructed her. 

"Oh, how nice," she said.! think 
the secret service dude smiled. 

"Anyway, I came by because I 
thought maybe we could talk or 
something. Take a walk. It sure is 
beautiful, isn't it?" I had no clue what 
to say. 

"Well, if you want to talk to me 
you'll have to write me a letter," she 
said. "I'm retired now." 

Retired from what? 
"But I thank you anyway," she 

said, the car pulling out a little more. 
"Wait," I said, again reaching into 

my bag. 'Take these too." 
The secret service guy spoke up. 

"No, no more." 
"No," I said. "These are just copies 

of my articles. You and George can 
read them." 

She smiled again and nodded up 
and down and up and down and said 
thank you then pulled out, leaving me 
standing there looking over at the old 
Rice Epicurean Market security guard 
who stood there watching me. It 
looked like he had no teeth. 

Feeling as if I had succeeded, 1 
turned and headed inside the store. I 
walked in, expecting maybe a small 
group of people to be congregated by 
the window to watch Mrs. Bush drive 
off. There wasn't one. In fact, it 
seemed as if no one even knew she 
had been in the store. It was just 
another day. 
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DOWN THE HOLE 

Take a sugar-stuffed, jelly-filed journey through tragic donut madness 
B Y E R I C R . S H A M P 

I think that the first donut I ever 
ate was back when I was just five 
years old. It was after a sunny 
Midwest church service, and Mom 
bought me a glazed yeast donut in the 
fellowship room, where the church 
grownups gathered after service to 
show off their children and fur coats 
and to eat donuts and drink coffee. 
The fact that Mom would spend 25 

cents to give me that shiny, 
sweet morsel made me feel 

I that I was somebody very 
special. After that day, the 

. donut became part of the 
Sunday family tradition. I 
used to impatiently sit in the 
pew with visions of donuts 
dancing in my head, awash in 

j f e j S 5 anticipation of that most 
S s s a t decadent of Christianly 
fflBBB pastries. 

After weeks of joyous 
Sunday mornings, my 

f w - eagerness for the ritual donut 
gaga became overwhelming. 

Before long, my donut 
— fantasies drowned out the 

"""j"*1 ' words of the minister. His 
mouth moved, and sounds 
came out, but nothing he said 

Was as glorious as a donut. It 
was as if my ears were deaf to the 
word of the Lord, unless there was a 
donut in my belly. I wasn't unaware 
of my obsession, in fact, I was quite 
ashamed of it. 1 felt as if I had failed 
myself, failed my Lord, and worst of 
all, failed my parents. 1 was eight 
years old when I vowed that 1 would 
never covet another donut. 

I was a high school freshman 
before I saw another donut. It was 
after a high school football game. 1 
had somehow hooked up with some 
of the older kids at school, and they 
had a car. I joined them on a wild 
joyride to a local donut shop, wild-
eyed with adrenaline, not caring about 
breaking my curfew. I could taste the 

I S 

excitement in the cool fall air, like 
battery acid on my tongue. Of course, 
I had no intention of actually eating a 
donut. It was almost too much just to 
be with the older kids as they ate 
donuts. I didn't even think that they 
would offer me one. But they did... 

And I accepted it 
That was the day that I lost God. 

My renewed donut obsession 
declined into the depths of addiction 
as I vainly tried to find salvation in 
the hole of a cruller. Four, five, six 
donuts a day, a deadly habit by any 
standards, save my own. To this day, 
I don't know how I was able to hide it 
from my parents — all the warning 
signs were there. Lagging school-
work, belligerence, vanishing 
allowance, being awakened by 
terrible nightmares, like nightmares I 
hadn't had since I was little and Mom 
would hear me scream and she would 
run in and hold me and tell me I was 
safe and put me back to sleep. But 
this time, Mom wouldn't hear my 
screams through her own Valium 
dreams. Even today, my parents will 
not accept my addiction, as if it 
doesn't exist Every week, they send 
me money, never asking where it's all 
going. 

By the time I got to college, I was 
a full fledged junky. After classes, I 
headed straight for the cafeteria to see 
if there were any stale donuts left over 
from breakfast. 

Soon, I was skipping class, driving 
from Mr. Donut to Shipley's to 
Dunkin' Donuts. I was on a vicious 
circuit of donut-shop hopping. My 
junky mind had the amazing ability to 
seek out the freshest donuts at any 
time of day, any day of the week. 1 
was washing them down with 
voracious amounts of black coffee, 

just to take off the edge. I debased 
myself by hanging out with cops and 
construction workers. My entire 
college career has been spent in 
search of the perfect donut, the donut 
of my youth, the Holy Grail of jelly-

RICE UNIVERSITY FALL 
SEMESTER ABROAD 

CHILE 
August 4-Decembcr 1 7, 1993" 
Language and Upper Drviston 

Humanities Courses 

Program Fee: $6,850 
* Dates may vary by a few days. 

Eligibility and Admission 

Courses are open for credit to Rice students 

and to students from other recognized col-

leges and universities. For application forms 

and further information, contact Dr. Joan 

Rea, Director, Department of Hispanic and 

Classical Studies, Rice University, P.O. Box 

1892, Hous ton , Texas 77251. Phone 

(71 3)285-5451/FAX (71 3)527-4863. 

Deadline for application: April 2, 1993. 

fe.. 

K/' the Baha'f Faith 
West Un ive r s i ty 

Baha ' i C o m m u n i t y 

664-0776 

filleds that will once again allow me to 
hear the word of God. 

I found iL Brother and sister donut 
junkies, take note. The following 
information is vital to the maintenance 
of your collective habits. Mrs. Baker's 
Donuts is the Third Ward's choice for 
donuts, coffee, burgers, and good 
times—24 glorious slack filled hours a 

damn day. Expect grease in every-
thing, even the coffee. Expect your 
table to be dirty or broken. Expect the 
women's room to be out of order. 
Expect Dr. Martin Luther King's "I 
Have A Dream" to be on the jukebox, 
and expect the friendliest service 
you're likely to find in the Third Ward 
at three o'clock in the morning. Go 

and eat (jonuts, listen to R'n'B, talk 
shit with the chef, play video games, 
and be sure to give some change to 
one of the homeless guys, so he can 
buy a donut too. 

MRS. BAKER'S DONUTS 

5 2 0 3 ALMEDA ROAD 

5 2 3 - 3 1 2 4 

Mrs. Baker's Donuts, convlenently located near the obsessed reporter's home In the Third Ward, never closes. 

CONSTRUCTED NIPPLE ERECTION 

Houston artists break through at CAM 
3 - D RUPTURE 

THROUGH MAR. 7 

CONTEMPORARY ARTS MUSEUM, 5 2 6 - 3 1 2 9 

8 Y A R I S A M I L L E R 

3-D Rupture, the Contemporary 
Art Museum's lower gallery installa-
tion, features four Houston-based 
artists: Dave Darraugh, Sharon 
Engelstein, Joseph Havel and Annette 
Lawrence. Aside from being visually 
pleasing, the pieces face post 
modernism squarely and demand 
thought from their viewers. m 

A few of the works deal with 
recycling or using untraditional 
mediums such as lamp shades, 
prosthetic eyes and hay. These artists 
are not engaged in the idea of pure 
aesthetics. Neither are they attempting 
to use a standard vocabulary. Each 
has his own interpretation of the world 
and presents it in a distinct way. The 
exhibit offers an idea of where 
sculpture may be going...something 
no one is sure of right now. 

The show is titled 3-D Rupture 
because it deals with a breaking of 
tradition. Indeed, these installations 
are recognizable as sculpture, but not 
in the familiar sense. Hence the term 
3-D rupture, the name being as smart 
as the works in the gallery. 

Havel's Spore of Silence, Germ of 
Gossip is the first eye-catching object 
upon entering the space. It is a giant 
sphere made of old lampshades sewn 
together. It lives up to its name as it 
evolves into an enormous, airy, 
unobtrusive yet undeniable, organic 
form. Havel asserts that the "beauty of 
nastiness" is what he builds on and 
that he uses found objects like old 
lampshades because they start out with 
their own connotations that he can 
play off. 

Countering the aloofness of 
Havel's work is Annette Lawrence's 
massive installation made of lava 

. rocks and limestone. Creating a tablet 
of stone on the floor, Lawrence makes 
her statement; "They must don't know 
who we are." She uses the idea of 
writing in stone—and all of the 
obvious implications that the act itself 
invokes—against the fact that this is 
not a permanent piece. An obvious 
reference on current racial problems, a 

glimmer of hope is found only in that 
the stones can indeed be moved. 

Lawrence holds that she is heavily 
influenced by literature and writing. 
Using the words themselves as 
images, .but to a great degree, allowing 
them also to function as a vehicle for 
the extension of the images within the 
mind of the viewer. 

Dave Darraugh's works might be 
dwarfed by Havel's and Lawrence's if 
they did not posses such solidity and 
permanence. His work uses rather 
crude tools such as decking spikes and 
fathom bars off which to play. 
Hydrostone is then used to translate 
the elements into something even 
more primary than the tool. He never 
tries to get too far away from the 
utilitarian aspect of the object itself. 
Simplicity is essential. 

The forms themselves are so strong 
that one wonders if they are not using 
the artist as a means to speak rather 
than the reverse. The way he has 
manipulated the hydrostone into 
something not so different from 
human skin is one of the most 
intriguing points to his work. 
Hydrostone is a fast drying plaster-like 
material, so with less than a minute to 
act, Darraugh is forced to trust his 
instincts and impulses. At times this 
leads him in directions he did not 
originally intend, but he asserts that he 
is willing to take assistance "wherever 
he can get iL" Relying to a great 
degree on his intuition, it is obvious 
that his is a keenly aware body of 
work. 

Sharon Engelstein's pieces are by 
far the least familiar and most cold. 
Using a sort of non-surface, she eerily 

ART DEBATE 
FROM PACE 11 

projects puts a bad taste in the mouths 
of some artists, who expect inevitable 
mediocrity from such endeavors. 
However, with everyone working 
under some controlling idea, a finely 
wrought narrative could evolve which 
takes the best of what each person has 
to offer. Maybe. At the very least, it 
would be challenging—and this 
particular group, considering its rather 
admirable way of dealing with 
disagreement, could handle iL 

And, as the class' professor Brian 

mixes elements of technology with 
those of the human form. She retains 
an organic quality by arousing the idea 
that her sculptures just somehow grew 
there. In this way she draws the viewer 
in to take a closer look, only to shove 
him away as soon as he realizes how 
completely unnatural it really is. 

Her wall installation, Untitled, is an 
excellent example of her skill as a 
craftsman. Five nipple^ line the walls 
that make a corner. At first sight, one 
is unsure of what he is viewing, and 
immediately drawn in. However, as 
soon as the nature of the thing 
becomes obvious, we are forced to 
pull back and reexamine. The fluidity 
with which the wall transforms into 
the nipples is astounding. Virtually no 
evidence can be found to reassure you 
that they do not belong there by 
nature. Indeed, she has succeeded in 
giving sexuality to nothing. 

The strongest aspect of this exhibit 
is the thought that it provokes. 
Sculpture is turning in a new direction, 
and it is young artists like the ones 
featured in this exhibit that are going 
to take it there. In many ways, I felt 
like I could identify with these very 
new and still very raw works. There is 
a sense of the times wrapped up in 
them, and the fact that no one is sure 
what is coming next is in part what 
gives these pieces such strength. 

Don't go with any preconceived 
notions of what you'll see. Brush up 
on your post modernist knowledge and 
go with an open mind. I think you'll 
also find that the short video (viewed 
just outside the gallery) is worth an 
extra few minutes as well. 3-D 
Rupture busts out of any tradition. 

Huberman points out, the very conflict 
which has arisen in the" class might 
itself make great material for a film, 
provided there was some intense 
exploration, open-mindedness and 
objectivity involved. "This is a 
collective enterprise," Huberman says. 
"This is no surprise to anybody." 

He added that he hoped there 
would be some way to render the 
conflict in cinematic terms, "rather 
than pushing it under the carpet and 
making something which nobody has 
any commitment to making, which is 
so benign that nobody's interested." 
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Womens' hoops fall to Baylor 
Garcia, Stiner keep Rice in game until last second 
by RivaRahl 

Last Saturday, the Rice women's 
basketball team lost to Baylor Univer-
sity 72-71 to drop to 1-2 in Southwest 
Conference play, 94 overall. Baylor 
improved to 2-1 in the Southwest Con-
ference and 7-8 overall. The Owls were 
led by All-Conference forward Yalonda 
Stiner and freshman guard Jessica 
Garcia, who each contributed 14 
points. 

The Owls had a chance to win the 
game with less than 10 seconds re-
maining and possession of the ball, 
but the ball was stolen and the oppor-
tunity lost 

Head coach Mike Dunavant feels 
the loss hurt but that it affords some 
opportunity for learning. "It was very, 
very, very disappointing, but if we can 
learn from this game, we ought to still 
do all right in the conference," he said. 

His optimism was reinforced by 
tough play on the part of a few team 
members. 

Garcia kept the Owls in contention 
when the game seemed to be out of 
striking position. With a minute left 
and under pressure, she nailedathree-
pointer from NBA range to pull the 
Owls to within three points. 

Garcia shot 3-for-5 from the three-
point line on the evening and added 
four assists. 

N icki Manzo also had agood game, 
scoring 10 points and pulling down 15 
total rebounds, eight of them on the 
offensive side, in just 23 minutes of 
action, showing that she is recovering 
nicely from her foot injury. 

Senior co-captain Stacey Hisaka 
had four steals and five assists to go 
with her five points. 

The Owls' and the Bears' statistics 
were pretty evenly matched. Rice shot 
better from the field (47 percent to 43 
percent), from the three point arc (50 

percent to 37 percent), and out-re-
bounded Baylor(41 to 39). The Bears 
had fewer turnovers (15 to 21), fouls 
(13 to 18), more steals (16 to 9) and 
shot better from the free throw line 
(61 percent to 43 percent). 

Stiner felt that it was the n umber of 
turnovers by Rice that cost them the 
game. "They didn't do that much to 
beat us. We beat ourselves by turning 
over the ball too much." 

Last year, the Owls split their 
games with Baylor, losing the first 
contest by 18 points but pulling out a 
win in the second game by seven. 

Earlier in the week, Rice won a 
close game, beating the Tulane Lady 
Wave 61-59. After being tied 25-all at 
half-time, the Owls improved upon 
their shooting percentage, both from 
the field and the free-throw line, to 
gain the victory. In this game, reserve 
center Brenda Conaway led the Owls 
with 16 points and a career-high 15 
rebounds. The defeat at the hands of 
the Owls was the Lady Wave's first at 
home this season. 

Tomorrow evening, the Owls will 
take on the league-leading University 
of Texas. Ranked in the top fifteen 
teams in the nation, Texas is on a 
seven-game winning streak. 

Having taken on Texas Tech Uni-
versity, another top-fifteen team, at 
Lubbockon Wednesday, Rice figured 
to have a difficult road stretch. 

"Anytime you have to play two road 
games in a row against top-ranked 
teams, it's going to be tough. These 
games will prepare us for our next two 
games at home," said Dunavant 

On Wednesday, the University of 
Houston comes to Autry Court 

Southern Methodist University 
visits Rice on Saturday. 

Houston has played inconsistently 
this season. They were blown out by 
Baylor, but then turned around and 
blew out SMU. Brenda Conaway blocks a shot in Rice's close 72-71 loss to Baylor last Saturday. 

Mens', womens' spring season begins tomorrow in Oklahoma City 
by Grant Flowers 

Both the men's and women's track 
teams open their season this week-
end with expectations of success. 

The men's team's first meet is Sat-
urday at the University of Oklahoma. 
Coach Steve Straub, in his nineteenth 
year, thinks that Rice can win both the 
indoor and outdoor Southwest Con-

ference titles. 
"We Ve got a good combination of 

talent and age and some newcomers 
that will help. And with our ethic and 
the training that we did in the winter, 
we should have a good season," said 
Straub. 

Straub believes that Rice's in-
creased depth in the field events 
makes an outdoor title more likely. 
"This year we have a real good javelin 

m 

thrower, and we've also improved in 
the discus." 

The men's team has several mem 
bers that have a chance to go to nation-
als. Ivory Angello placed second in 
conference in the triple-jump last year, 
and All-American Brian Bronson re-
turns to run the 200 meters. 

One of the team's strengths is fifth-
year Gabriel Luke. Luke, a 400 meter 
runner, sat out part of last year with a 
pulled hamstring. He now has one 
more outdoor season to add to an 
already illustrious career that includes 
winning the Southwest Conference 
title four times, the indoor nationals 
twice, and the outdoor nationals once. 
He also competed in the U.S. Olympic 
Trials last summer in New Orleans. 

"My personal goal is to win nation-
als," said Luke. "Last year I was in-
jured , so I'd like to come back and win 
it again." 

Luke thinks the team will perform 
well, possibly surpassing last season's 
conference finishes, second at the in-
door championships, third at the out-
door. 

"The big competitio n will be Texas 
A&M and Texas," said Luke. "We 
really should do no worse than last 
season. We are contenders this year." 

Teammate Kareem Streete-
Thompson agrees. "The outlook is 
really good. Team spirit is at a high. 
Everyone is excited about the season. 
We feel like we're on the verge pf 
history." 

Streete-Thompson, a Cayman Is-
lands native, would play an important 
role in securing a conference title for 
the Owls. A world-class long-jumper 
who competed in the Summer Olym-
pics in Barcelona, his personal best is 
a wind-aided 27'6" jump, the longest 
ever by an athlete under 20 years old. 
He is looking forward to both the 
indoor and outdoor national champi-
onships. 

"Freshman year I got sixth out-
doors, but lastyear I fouled out of both 
the indoor and outdoor tournaments. 
That was a learning experience," he 
said. "At nationals, everyone is at the 
same level You really have to be at 
your best to win." 

Hie women's team expects a suc-
cessful season as well 

"I feel very good about the team 
We have a chance to win it, if we get 
our breaks and things fall into place," 
said Coach Victor Lopez. 

Nevertheless, he expects tough 
challenges for the conference crown. 

"Texas may be weaker this year, 
but they're still a very good team. 
Houston has a lot of quality people. 

"But," he added, "we have good 
people, too." 

Several returning members form 
the backbone of the team Valerie 
Tulloch, last year's NCAA javelin 
champion, returns along with fellow 
Canadian Candace Lessmeister, a 
force indoors in both the 800 meters 
and the 1600meters. Shelly N orthover 
in the 55 meters and Vonda Newhouse 
in the 200 meters add sprinting 
strength. 

Yvette Haynes will be a force in 
field events. In her first year after 
transferring from San Jacinto Junior 
College, she went to both indoor and 
outdoor nationals in the triple jump. 
She reached the semi-finds in the 
indoor competition and placed sev-
enth in theoutdoor, earning All-Ameri-
can status. 

Haynes' personal goal is to break 
the "44-foot barrier" and also to jump 
for her native land, St Vincent in 
international competition. 

Like Lopez, Haynes believes that 
Rice can win the conference title. 

"We're tired of being second," she 
said. "Well go for the ultimate." 

Ivory Angello returns to defend his high showing last year in the triplejump. 
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Swimmers face SMU today, TCU tomorrow 
Owls positioned to down rival Texas Christian in Fort Worth 
by Erica Levine 

Tina Lorenson prepares to face both SMU and TCU this weekend. 

The men's and women's swim 
teams will be facing some tough com-
petition in their first meet of 1993, as 
they take to the road to meet up with 
nationally ranked Southern Method-
ist University today and Texas Chris-
tian University tomorrow. 

"SMU has one of the top five 
women's and top ten men's teams in 
the country," said head coach Kris 
Wingenroth. "One nice thing about 
swimming is that people are ranked 
by times, and racing against such a 
good team should bring out our best 
in that area. SMU will have achance to 
bring out some of its reserves, people 
whodon'tgettoswimallthetime. Last 
year, the competition went down to 
the last relay. We'd like to see that 
again." 

"In terms of time, we should do 
reallywell against SMU," added sopho-
more Anjali Upadhyaya. "But I think 
our main focus will be on TCU." 

AUTHENTIC ATHLETIC APPAREL 

HEAD TO HEAD 
Final Votes for Head to Head Predictor: 

Kara Kane 2,944 
George Rupp 192 
Jessica Tandy 123 
Old Elvis 99 
Young Elvis 70 
Lisa Widner 61 
Ralney Knudson 50 
James Baker...' 7 
Tom Harris 1 

The people have spoken. Due to a massive write-in 
campaign, the Thresher is proud to introduce Kara Kane 

as the new co-star of Head to Head. 

Randy Block v s. Kara Kane 

: « 

Rice has traditionally been very 
competitive with the Horned Frogs. 
The women out swam TCU at last 
year's Southwest Conference Cham-
pionship to take fourth behind the 
University of Texas, SMU, and Texas 
A&M University. 

"Our programs are comparable, 
and the rivalry between us is a thriv-
ing one," commented Wingenroth. 
Their team is bigger and has more 
scholarships, but we've consistently 
been able to keep pace with them. 
This season, everyone's been swim-
ming veiy well in practice, and weVe 
switched into our competitive train-
ing phase. We put in a lot of good base 
miles over Christmas, and we should 
be prepared to go up against TCU in a 
better position than ever." 

Wingenroth noted that while the 
lack of a diving team could handicap 
the team overall, their position against 
TCU was still very strong. 

The Owls spent part ofwinter break 
training and competing in Hawaii, 

Randy officially greets Kara to the Head to Head staff. 

Texas at Rice 
After losing his two best players to academic probation, Coach Easy win for the Owls. UT has nothing - no conference wins, few 
Tom Penders brings this second-rate unit to Autry Court. My subs. Besides, burnt orange was last year's color choice. The Owls 
advice to those UT players who can read: Stay in Austin. Rice wins will take their prey decisively in the Jungle Gym. 
by 10 Rice at Houston 

This is THE GAME for the Owls this season. UH Is In the top 25 and 
Rice can grab that spot from them with a win. Unfortunately, 
Houston will win since they are playing at home. 

North Carolina at Duke 

If Brent Scott can hang in with Bo Outlaw, some inspired play by the 
Owls could prove to be key. After Houston's loss to Tech anything 
can happen. Rice will pull it out. 

UNC or Duke? This is like trying to figure out who is really President: 
Bill or Hillary? UNC has lost only one game this year and that was 
by a point. Then again, Duke never loses at home. I'll take Duke. 

Wiess vs. GSA 

Two reasons why Duke will win: 1) They are at home and 2) North 
Carolina would need Michael Jordan to come back to school to guard 
Bobby Hurley. 

Wless vs. GSA: In a rematch of last year's college basketball 
championship, Wiess tries to replace graduated superstud Roque 
Tolentino. Meanwhile, GSA is determined to not be shamed again 
by the mighty Wiessmen. You know who I'm picking. Team Wiess. 

Team Wiess, as usual, is all talk. Unless they pull a ringer from out 
of their kitchen, they have no chance. Maybe if Wiess beta a keg on 
the game they'll have a chance, but probably not 

Superbowl XXVII 
Super Bowl XXVII: The Cowboys will have a short trip from Pasa-
dena to Disneyland. Jimmy Johnson's team should be well enough 
prepared to overtake the experienced Bills. Final score will be 
Dallas 31, Buffalo 21. 

Who isn't a Cowboys fan? The Bills have made an art form out of 
losing Super Bowl9 and this year they will threepeaL Dallas takes 
home the Big One. Final score: Cowboys*24, Buffalo 14. 

where they broke several school re lay 
records. 

"WeVe been doing very well in 
practice, and we've all been looking 
forward to this meet for a while," said 
senior Karin Crowley. There should 
be some really good races. In fact, the 
whole meet should probably come 
down to the last relay." 

The Rice men share their female 
counterparts' optimism. After last 
year's fifth-place finish at their confer-
ence championship, the Owls hope to 
bring in the new year with a bang. 

"WeVe never seen more records 
fall in mid-season than we have this 
year," said sophomore Ryan Grave lie. 
"We've been training hard and doing 
welL There are definitely good things 
in our future." 

One of these good things is junior 
Steve Thompson, whose stellar sopho-
more season earned him the team's 
Fred Breckholdt Award. Thompson 
holds the Rice records for the 100 and 
200 breaststroke and the 200 indi-
vidual medley and is a member of all 
five school-record setting relay teams. 

Another major contributor should 
be sophomore Scott Fisher, who had 
the Owls' top time last year in the 1000 
and 1650-yard freestyle. 

Thompson and Fisher, however, 
are only a small part of the picture of 
success Rice has drawn for this sea-
son. Both the men's and women's 
teams draw experience from their 
upperclassmen and support from 
younger members. 

Grave lie predicted strong show-
ings in the individual medley and re-
lay events for the men and all around 
for the women. 

Finally, both the men's and 
women's team should be helped by 
strong recruits among the freshmen. 

"The whole team is very dedicated, 
and everyone does a good job," said 
junior Tina Lorenson. T h e juniors 
and seniors are terrific, and the fresh-
men and sophomores are pretty amaz-
ing. Despite the level of college com-
petition, they're not intimidated atall." 

According to Wingenroth, they 
have no reason to be. 

"Everyone should swim well this 
weekend," she commented. "We've 
been right at our season's best times, 
and though we're not tapering yet, we 
have been training to compete. Trav-
eling to SMU and TCU should be 
great experiences for us. 

"Everything's in place for the rest 
of the season. With a little sharpening 
of our physical and mental skills, we 
should have our best Southwest Con-
ference finish ever." 

The Owls have one more home 
meet before the Southwest Confer-
ence championships. They faceTexas 
A&M Feb. 13 before the women 's 
championships Feb. 25-27 and the 
men's championships Mar. 4-6. Both 
championship meets will be in Austin. 

J- Yes! 1 
We have 
student 
airfares* f 

Costa Rica 
London 
Paris 
Frankfurt 
Moscow 
Tokyo 

$166* 
$200* 
$200* 
$900* 
$357* 
$370* 

Above fares are each way from Hous-
ton based on roundtjip purchase Re-
strictionsapply.Taxesnotincli.jded One 
way fares slightly higher 

Council Itavd 
2000 Guadalupe St. 
Austin, TX "78705 

512-472-4931 
We issue Eurailpasses 

on-the-spot! 
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Lacrosse falls to first opponent; still hopeful for successful spring season 
by Jason Katz 

The Rice Lacrosse Club hit the 
fields once again last Saturday, losing 
to a tough non-conference foe but de-
termined to achieve the season's goal: 
after finishing second in the confer-
ence for the past two years, the team 
hopes to shed its bridesmaid image 
and win the conference champion-
ship. 

In its first game of the season, the 
team took on Coors, a local team to 
whom Rice fell last semester. They 
lost this one as well, 3-17. 

"I think they had better stick skills. 
They were just a better team," said 
Craig Carswell, who scored one of 
Rice's three goals. 

This year's squad is one of the 
most experienced and deep in recent 

history. All but three of the starters are 
returning upperclassmen, led by jun-
ior captain Eric Klein berg. Also re-
turning is fifth-year goalie, Chris 
Arntzen. 

"Chris is most likely the best goalie 
in the entire conference and one of the 
best in the state," said Weinberg. 

Complementing a defense an-
chored by Arntzen is one of the best 
offensive attacks in the league. 
Attackman Adam Kinsey will return 
for the next confrontations, deepen-
ing the offense further. 

The lacrosse team's next match, 
and first home game, is against Metro 
at noon on Jan. 30. The season contin-
ues with matches against an array of 
conference foes, including Texas 
A&M. 

The lacrosse club has never beaten 

Intramural Announcements 

The intramural entry deadline far men's, women's, and co-ed 
soflball is Fri.,]an. 30. Rule sheets and field maps are available. 

An intramural softball officials meeting will be held Tues. Feb. 2 at 
4:30 p.m. in gym classroom "A" All interested parties should 
attend 

Intramural entry deadlines for Fri., Feb. 5 include: 
•women's tennis (singles and doubles) 
•men's college tennis 
• ultimate fiisbee 
•spring tennis mixed doubles. 

Forfeit foes are still available. 

For more information on any of the above call Lisa or Bill at 285-5398. 

RICE UNIVERSITY SUMMER PROGRAM 
OF HISPANIC STUDIES 

SEVILLE 
June 4-July 14, 1993 
Ltngusge snd Upper Division Court** 

Graduate Court*t 

Program Fee: $2,390 

Eligibility and Admission 

Courses are open for credit to Rice students and to 

undergraduate and graduate students from other 

col leges and universities. Credit may also be granted 

to high school seniors w i th strong academic records 

and at least two years of Spanish. Courses may be 

audited by anyone interested in non-credit study. 

For application forms and further information, 

contact Dr. Maria Teresa Leal, Director, Summer 

Program in Spain, Department of Hispan ic Studies, 

Rice University, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 

772S1. Applications received before March 19, 

1993 wi l l be given priority. Phone (71 3)285-5451/ 

FAX (71 3)527-4863. 

'ASIA 
Freshness, quality &' great taste on one plate 

Open every day - lunch through dinner 

6 8 f 1 Kirby at Holcombe 666-4047 

A&M, who has also taken the confer-
ence crown year after year. 

"If we beat them this time," 
Carswell said, "we've effectively won 
the conference." 

The team has lost to no other team 

in the conference since a loss to the 
University of Texas two years ago. 

The season culminates on April 24 
and 25 at the conference playoffs. 

Weinberg anticipates no letdown, 
even after Saturda/s loss, and holds 

true to his team's mission. 
"We'vefinished second forthepast 

two years in the conference. There's 
no doubt about it: we will finish first in 
the conference and maybe even in 
Texas," he said. 
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A Rice player looks to advance the ball in Rice's 17-3 loss to Coors last Saturday. 
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MEN'S BASKETBALL CO-ED VOLLEYBALL Thursday League W L 
Playoff Results Tuesday Le a,<?ut W L Class of '69 2 0 
Rotten Kucol 42, In Your Face 38 We're Not Bald 3 0 HWKA 1 0 
Eight Crackers 48, Buttnuggets 32 The Swirl 3 0 Staff Attack 1 1 

Jae Don't Play Dat 2 1 Slam, Bam, Thank... 0 1 
MEN'S SOCCER Sea Monkeys 1 2 Random Waah's 0 2 
Playoff Results Wok and Roll 0 3 HWKA d. Random 15-5, 15-5 
Bad Draw 3, Yurts 2 (OT) The Sanhedrin 

Results 
0 3 Class d. Staff 15-7,15-3 

MEN'S VOLLEYBALL Jae d. The Sanhedrin 15-5,15-7 CO-ED WALLYBALL 
Monday League 1 W L We're d. Wok 15-6, 15-9 Standings W L 
Team Steve 2 0 The Swirl d. Sea 1 5 0 , 1 5 4 Off The Wall 2 0 
Mark's Merry Men 1 1 Jae d. Wok 15 -2 ,156 Travis' Troop 2 0 
Da' Boys 1 1 The Swirl d. The Sanhedrin 8d5 , 15-5, Dis You Like a Sucka 0 2 
Unclaimed Aband'd. Prop. 0 2 15-5 First Round Bye 0 2 
Results We're d. Sea 15-12, 15-12 Results 
Team d. Mark's 14-16,15-11,11-5 Travis' d. Dis 15-3,15-4 
Da'd. Unclaimed 15-14,12-15, 15-12 Wednesday League 1 w L Offd. First 15-6,15-10 

Brtaft's Dreams 2 0 
Monday League 2 W L Bump, Set, Oops 1 0 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Wiess Guys 2 0 T.L.O.C. 1 0 Standings W L 
Kraken 1 1 Inter Venus 0 2 Taken' It All 3 0 
Fellatio Ad Nauseam 1 1 T & A 0 2 Dream Team 2 0 
Heisenberg's Hitlers 0 2 Results Widner's Walk-on's 2 1 
Results Brian's d. Inter 15-2,15-4 M & M ' s 1 1 
Fellatio d. Heisenberg's 15-13,15-10 T.L.O.C. d. T & A ISO, 1&4 No Benchwarmers 1 2 
Wiess d. Kraken 15-5,15-9 fyromania 0 2 

Wednesday League 2 w L Rad Grads 0 3 
Wednesday League w L It's Gotta be the Shoes 2 0 Results 
The Team To Beat 1 0 Lovett-Brown 1 0 Dream 34, No 6 
East Meets West 1 0 Job Squad 1 1 Widner's 55, Rad 13 
Dopyball 1 1 Concensus Penalties 0 1 Taken' 37, M & M's 2 
Your Mother 1 1 You Look Pale 0 2 
Campus Crawlers 0 2 Results MEN'S COLLEGE SOCCER 
Results Lovett-Brown d. You 15-4,15-3 Baker 3, Lovett 0 
The Team d. Dopyball 15-11,15-8 It's d. Job 15-9, 15-6 Hanszen 2, Weiss 0 
Your d. Campus 1&8, 15-8 

FAIRFAX 

HEALTHY MALES WANTED AS SEMEN DONORS: 
Fairfax Cryobank needs healthy young men as semen donors: Srellent 
compensation; Help Infertile Couples; Confidentiality Ensured; Ages 

18 to 35; Located in the Texas Medical Center. Call 799-9937 
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by Stuart Krobn 

Last Sunday, as I watched the streaking Rockets flush their eight-
game wiooing streak ai^ lie down and play dead for the Newjersey Nets, 
I was reminded of the very peculiar sports tradition here in the Bayou 

most. 
Obviously, the Rockets loss Sunday was only one forgettable loss in 

have haunted the Rockets, Oilers, Astros and even the Gamblers. The 
Rocketswere hoping to play solidly, win or lose, and break their habit of 
losing streaks this year. Then suddenly they completely fell apart, 
showing little hustle in being blown out 

In the 1980's, Magic Johnson only failed to get his Lakers in the NBA 
finals twice; in 1981 and 1966 the Rockets knocked out the Lakers and 
had an opportunity to capture the first championship in Houston sports 
history. In both years the Rockets were overmatched by the Celtics, 
providing no memorable effort save the 1966 total loss of composure by 
Ralph Sampson in 1986, who allowed the Boston fans to razz him out of 
his game after his embarrassing and painful fall early in the series. 

The University of Houston also had a shot at finally bringing some 
national recognition to Houston with an NCAA Championship in the 
early 1980's. What the Cougars did provide was one of the most stunning 
upsets in NCAA tournament history, as a desperation three-point at-
tempt became an alley-oop slam and a championship for North Carolina 
State University. The Cougars' loss is part of an already established 
tradition of great losses by Houston teams. 

My sports education began with what some call the greatest play-off 
series in baseball history, when the Astros squared off with the Philadel-
phia Phillies in 1980. Four of the five games went into extra innings, 
pitching duels abounded, and the pressure was high and relentless 
throughout the series. Of course, the Astros lost in the end. (Landesto/s 
double-chitoh throw to the plate in game five is famous with die-hard 
fans.) 

The Astros were not satisfied with holding such a series honor and out 
did themselves by playing in what many fans believe to be the greatest 
single game in play-off history. Up 3-0 in the ninth inning of game six with 
red-hot pitcher Mike Scott waiting to pitch game seven, Bob Knepper 
needed three outs to putthe Astros in position to reach the World Sales. 

What followed was baseball history, 16 innings, Kevin Bass striking 
out to lose the series, and my brother and I beating every single branch 
off of a fallen tree in our backyard. 

And the patjtern was repeated: another Houston team lost when it 
counted most, ijn a way that hurt the most The Oilers shocked their fans 
with the mostpjainful toss in sports history this year with their blown 35-
3 lead in Buffed*). I stOl cant allow myself to think about how easily the 
Oilers could halve gotten to the Super Bowl had they beaten Buffalo. 

The blow isjonly softened by history. I expect any Houston team to 
lose at any timej> especially if they have a lead in a big game. This unique 
losing tradition) is all the more frustrating when compared to another 
Texas city without Houston's problems. 

gone past the second round. In four years, the Dallas Cowboys have gone 
from a 1-15 laughingstock to the most efficient consistent team in the 
NFL The difference between Dallas's and Houston's teams was estab-
lished in the pre-season. 

The Oilers players and sportswriters agreed that the team proved 
they were bound for the Super Bowl, winning so many road games in the 
pre-season, and facing an "easy" schedule After their well-played pre-
season, the Oilers immediately trashed their golden Super Bowl bound 
season by losing their first game, at home, to the eventual champion of 
their division. 

Meanwhile, the Cowboys made their fans and writers forget the pre-
season by playing well all year, losing two tough games on the road, and 
having one let-down out of seventeen weeks. Both teams had players 
hold-out, but while the Oilers faltered, the Cowboys produced. The 
Oilers won when it didnt count and lost when the most was on the line. 

This is the legacy forced upon all Houston sports fans. My only 
question is, why do I still support these damn teams when they keep 
letting me down? 

Men fall to Baylor, defeat Mississippi at home 
Autry court winning streak extended to seven against Ole 'Miss 

by Randy Block 

The RiceOwls basketball team wo n 
their eighth game in nine tries last 
Wednesday night at Autry Court. In a 
72-67 victory over the Mississippi 
Rebels, the Owls notched their tenth 
win and recorded their seventh straight 
win at home. 

Rice jumped out to a 16-2 lead, but 
watched the game slip away as Ole 
Miss forward Joe Harvell scored eleven 
points late in the first half to make the 
score 34-28 at intermission. 

"Mississippi came out flat and 1 
thought we didn't take advantage of 
some things we could have early in the 
game," said Rice coach Willis Wilson. 
"I don't think we're going to blow 
people out" 

Torrey Andrews came out in the 
second half and took the game back 
into the hands of the Owls. Andrews 
pulled down 10 second-half rebounds 
and scored 13 points to put Rice up 54-
41 with eight minutes to play. 

Then it was time for the Rebels to 
get offthe canvas one last time. Harvell 
(25 points) and Kevin Watkins threw 
in three three-pointers to pull within 
two points with less than two minutes 
to play. 

Guard Marvin Moore (21 points) 
then hit a ten foot jumper for the Owls 
to knock the wind out of the Rebels' 
sails. Rice scored six more unanswered 
points and ended their non-conference 
schedule undefeateed at home. 

"I was just in th right place at the 
right time," said Mooore about his 
clutch shot "Fortunately, 1 hit the 
shot" 

For Ole Miss, the loss could be 
blamed on taking their name too liter-
ally as the Rebels missed all night 
long. Their field goal percentage was a 
season low 36 percent and they made 
less than half of their free throws. 

"I thought we played well enough 

to win tonight except for our free 
throws," said Rebels' coach Rob 
Evans. "Ifwe converted some of those 
shots at the line it may have ben a 
different story." 

Rice's only loss in 1993 was in 
Waco last Saturday against Baylor. 
The Bears remained undefeated at 
home by beating Rice 96-87. Brent 
Scott scored 24 points and Moore 
added 22 in the losing effort 

The Bears played their up-tempo 
style to perfection adnd showed why 
they lead the conference in scoring at 
over 90 points a game. Meanwhile, 
Ricegotoutshotatthefreethrow line 
and from the field. The Bears also got 

help from the referees, going to the 
line 49 times. The Owls' opponents 
only shot 51 free throws in their pre-
vious four games. 

Rice faces a rematch tomorrow 
with the University ofTexas. The Owls 
beat UT 92-87 earlier in the season 
when the Longhorns were sufferin g 
from the loss of guard BJ. Tyler to a 
foot injury. Since then Texas has also 
lost to academic probationtheir other 
two star players, Terrence Rencher 
and Albert Burditt Despite this, UT 
has won their last two games, beating 
Texas Tech and Murray State. Last 
year's Texas game was a record crowd 
for Autry Court and Rice won 103-97. 

Rice vs. UT ticket information 
Student tickets for the Rice-Texas men's basketball game on Jan. 30 
will be issued on a first-come, first-serve basis on the night of the game. 
Students will be allowed to enter until the student section has been 
filled. Should seating remain in the temporary bleachers, this 
additional capacity will also be usedfor Rice students. Students will 
be admitted beginning at 6p.m. Game time is 7:35 p.m. 

Students will not be allowed to leave the facility and re-enter. 

Do not forget to bring your student ID with the athletic fee sticker. 

Those without their ID will not be admitted. There will be no 
exceptions to this policy 

No student guest tickets will be sold on the night of the game at the 
student entrance or in advance so that more Rice students may be 
admitted. If you want to purchase guest tickets you should buy 
reserved seats at the ticket office for both yourself and your guest 

For more information call the ticket office at 522-OWLS. 

Rice vs. Houston 
Two-jbr-one tickets for the Rice-Houston game next Tuesday at 
UH are available at Randall's supermarkets. 

x 

Half Of This Year 's 
Medical School 
Class Got There 
With Our Help. 

Attempting to study for the MCAT alone would be nearly 
impossible. Attempting to study without Stanley H. Kaplan would 
simply be a bad career move. 

Maybe it's our 50 years of experieiice. Our small classes. Or the9 
advanced teaching methods we use in all our classes all across the 
country. 

Whatever it is, if medical school is your future, Stanley Kaplan 
can help you start practicing right now. 

The answer to the test question. 

April 17 MCAT Exam Classes to begin 
.2/6, Sat., 9:30 a.m. at 5925 Kirby Dr. 

522-5113 
For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST. 

KAPLAN 

D i T C O X 
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Copies, Copies, Copies. . . 
Color Copies 
PC & Mac Rental 
Typewri ter Rental 
Fax Services 
Resume Serv ices 
Special ty Papers 
Transparencies 
GBC & Velo Binding 
Folding & Stapl ing 
Oversize Copies 
Student Discounts 
Faculty Discounts 
Senior Citizen Discounts 

X" jr. D J X t T Q - C 
o o ^ x e ^ 

More than a copy center 

2035 S.W. Freeway @ Shepherd 77098 
— 942-7500 FAX 942-7535 —— 
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The'Boys Are Back 

Crlrittn 
w iHiMnfji 
Jan. 29 

Saturday, 
Jan. 30 

Sunday, 
Jan. 31 

•Tower Party Marc# Gras Parade. 3 p.m. 
Ketch ya'seff some beads and a Ham 
Hugger. 

•Hanszen Rim. Sixteen Candles. 7,9, and 
11 p.m. $1. Chem Lec, like you dfdnl get 
enough of that place this week, already. 

• SRCTower Party.OCardi g r a s , 
10 p.m.-2 a.m. $4 with Rice ID. 

• Lacrosse vs. Metro, noon. 
• Men's rugby vs. U. of Dallas. 2 p.m. 
• Men's basketball vs. UT, 7:35 p.m., Autry 
Court. 

• Lacrosse vs. A&M, noon. 
• SUPER BOWL!!! The Backpage predicts 
Dallas by 240. Kickoff at 5:18 p.m. 

• Jones College Super Sunday Fun Run for 
* charity. 11 a.m. 

Wednesday, 
Feb. 3 

Friday, 
Feb. 5 

• Women's basketball vs. Houston. 
7 p.m., Autry Court. Better show up 'cause 
there's not that much tongerto see Yolanda 
Stiner and Co. in action! Plus, nobody has 
even qualified for that damn couch thing 
yet. 

Deadline to add and designate pass-fail. 

Doom and Gloom: 
Every Rice Student's Primer 
to Social "Life" on Campus 

An indispensable tome for men and women that 
addresses such pertinent issues as: 

•Why do you have to be a jerk to be attractive to women? 
•Scam techniques tailored specifically to catch the one girl 
in all of your engineering classes—beat the 40:1 ratio! 
•Why is the telephone the one tool guys are afraid to use? 

•What to do when people you've slept with live at your 
college. 
•How to tell when, romantically speaking, a convent, habit, 
new title as 'Sister Paraclete,' and class of uniformed third 
graders is probably your best bet. 

and includes the special handy pocket reference guide: 
'Ten Good Excuses To Avoid Everyday Social Situations, 
Other Than 'Homework.'" 

Now available at the Rice Campus Store—$169.95 plus tax. 

Please allow 16-28 weeks for delivery. 

Superbowl XIII. Cowboys vs. Steelers. 
And the damn ref GOT IN THE WAY. 
Intentional? You makethecall Misclass. 
Did you hear how CN N got the scoop 
on our bombing Iraq? 
They heard that Bill Clinton had char-
tered a plane to Canada 

2. We Do Not Want Ties For Christ-
mas—PUT ON SLEAZY UNDER-
THINGSH 
1. Honest—My Eyes Are Closed Be-
cause of the Passion I Feel. 

Overheard at the Baker Smoking 
Area: 
"When I die, they can use my lungs 
to fill potholes." 

SRC cafeteria; 
"I droppped my ethics class for sex." 

Texas could wear Rhode Island like 
a watch fob." 

—John Gunther 
Too small for a jockstrap, though... 

"The more classes you take and the 
more homework you do, the less time 
you have to worry about how pathetic 
your social life has become." 

—Brown woman 

"She kisseth me: then am I joyful 
even without beer..." 

—Ancient Egyptian poem, 
Mediterranean Civ. textbook 

New GOP motto: Admit nothing, 
blame everyone, be bitter. 

"Going without sex doesn't bother 
me enough to go out and get laid by 
someone I don't feel really close and 
loving with. Meanwhile, I'm happy 
to sleep with my animals." 

—The Hite Report. 

"If you're correct,... Descartes will 
be in deep doo-doo." 

—Prof. McCullough, PHIL202. 

8. COMP 102-Nintendo for Non-Ma-
jors. 
7. ARCH 301-Advanced Lego Struc-
tures. 
6. ELEC 285-Room Appliance Volt-
age Maximization Strategies. 
5. LING 230-Lower Level Math Prof 
Lecture Translation. 
4. HPER 103-Houston Sidewalk 
Mountain Biking. 
3. ENVI 309-CK Waste Disposal 
Techniques. 
Cross-listed as BIOS309-Special Prob-
lems in Organic Reuse and Recycling. 
2. ECON 345-Bookstore Price-goug-
ing Theory. 
1. HIST 495-Forgotten Periods of 
College Nights. 

Top Five Courses For Women, As 
Offered By Their Mates: 
5. You Can Change The Oil Too. 
4. Understanding the Female Cause 
of Male Drunkenness. 
3. How to Do All Your Laundry in 
One Load and Have More Time to 
Watch Football. 

Overheard at Hanszen, one SE to 
another 
"Can you do long division?" 
and, an academ; 
"I can't read it...what does it say?" 

Sid Sixth Floor Balcony: 
"Hey, this fog is really neat! We can't 
see Lovett anyhiore!" 

Pirated from the Baker Minutes: 
The Top Ten Classes Rice Needs: 
10. POLI 427-College Political In-
volvement and On-Campus Room Sta-
bilization Theory. 
9. CHEM 205-Pub Night Mating Ritu-
als, a Foundation Course. 

Guy: "Nice guys are doomed." 
Girl: "You're just bitter. Why don't 
you join optimists anonymous or 
something?" 
Guy: "That's my problem; I'm a re-
covering optimist" 

Brown freshman: 
"A good advisor wouldn't let me do 
these things to my body." 
A good advisor would do these things to 
your body ior you. 

At the tender age of seven, we lost our 
faith in pro football Notes & Notices 
WE TURNED GEORGE AND BARB 
DOWN! Will Rice College is looking for 
a new resident associate. The position is 
open to all Rice faculty, staff, and gradu-
ate students. If interested, call the Will 
Rice office (x6061) or 630-8921. 

COME! Join Club Iberoamericano for a 
dinner party featuring Brazilian special-
ties on Sun., Jan. 31. Party—5 p.m., 
d inne r—5:30 p .m . Location: Dr. 
Yamal's. Sign up in the Spanish office, 
RH103, by noon, Fri-, Jan. 29 . $ 8 for 
non-members, $3 for members. 

FINANCIAL AID forms for '93- '94 are 
now available in the Financial Aid Of-
fice, 201 Lovett Hall. 

GALOR will meet Sun., Jan. 31, at 4 
p.m. in the Miner Lounge. Call Brad 
Smith at 630-8507 for more informa-
tion. 

CURRENT JUNIORS interested in the 
Beinecke Scholarship should contact 

And that's why Erica plays rugby and 
John plays chess Classified Ads 

the Office of Academic Advisisng. The 
Beinecke provides financial support for 
the last year of undergraduate educa-
tions and up to $15 ,000 for each of the 
first two years of graduate study. Re-
quirements are superior standards of 
academic ability, personal promise, and 
financial need. Deadline: Feb. 19. 

COME TO THE ORGANIZATIONAL 
meeting for Rice For Access! Thurs., 
Feb. 11, 9 p.m., Kelley Lounge, RMC. 
Increase your awareness of and sensitiv-
ity toward accessibility on campus. Call 
Kathleen, 630-8963, with questions. 

SPRING BREAK in the Sam Houston. 
National Forest with the Rice Environ-
mental Club. Work on a service project, 
stay in a shelter, hike, bike, and fis^ in 
free time. Call 528-4073. MeetingTues., 
7 p.m., Hanszen loft. 

ALL CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS: 
Check your mailbox at the Student Orga-
nizations office for Campanile photo in-
formation. 

THE LAST MINUTE JOB SEARCH: 
There's still time left, but you've gotta 
attend this meeting! Secure a job before 
the end of the semester comes around. 
Wed., Feb. 3, 4 p.m., Career Services 
Conference Room. 

THE SUMMER JOB SEARCH: Learn 
the steps necessary to obtain an inter-
esting, fun, and useful summer job. 
Thurs., Feb. 4 , 4 p.m., CSC Conference 
Room. 

CAREER DISCOVERY WEEKEND: All 
classes: You don't know what you want 
to do with your life and you'd like a 
weekend filled with advice, support, 
and ideas? Attend Career Services' Ca-
reer Discovery Weekend Fri. and Sat., 
Feb. 12-13. Applications available in 
CSC. Retreat cost will be $10. 

STUDENT ASSISTANT for book repair 
in library. 10 hro./wk. $4.25/hr . Ask 
for Rita Ma real es x2577. 

MAJORS DAY: Thurs., Feb. 18 ,12 :30-
2:30 p.m., Grand Hall, RMC. Spon-
sored by the Office of Academic Advis-
ing. Representatives from all Rice ma-
jors will be available to answer ques-
tions students have with respect to de-
claring a major. For more information, 
contact Academic Adivising at 527-
4060 . 

STUDENT TICKETS for the Rice/UT 
men's basketball game on Jan. 30, will 
be issued on a fi ret-come-firat-served 
basis on the night of the game. Sudents 
will be admitted starting at 6 :00 p.m. 

HELP WANTED 
MATURE AND RESPONSIBLE stu 
dent wanted for part-time babysitting for 
West University family. 2:30-6 p.m., 
Man.-Fri. Serious applicants only. 665-
5665, 669-9173. Melanie. 

ATTENTION ART HISTORY majors, mi 
nore, and graduate students: Part-time 
administrators) needed at local gallery. 
Approximately 15 houra perweelt, nights 
and weekends. Contact Julie Cross at 
713-787-0217 between 6 and 10 p.m. 
for more information. 

WORK-STUDY STUDENTS needed in 
Art & Art History: Projectionist for MW 
4-5:20 p.m. Media Centerass t , max 10 
hre./wk. See Dan, 429 Sewafl. 

WANTED: RESPONSIBLE non-smok-
ing female to babysit four children ages 
3-4 on Thursdays, 2-7 p.m. Call 669-
8919. 

WANTED: CZECH LANGUAGE TUTOR; 
Attorney with basic skills in grammar 
and vocabulary needs conversational 
practice, one or two hours a week. Call 

669-0054; leave message including in-
formation about your skills and back-
ground. 

POSITION AVAILABLE with small in-
vestment management firm. General 
office work—work 10 hre./wk. until the 
end of classes, 3 0 hre./wk. during the 
summer. Located five minutes from 
Rice. Knowledge of computers a plus. 
Salary $8 per hour. Telephone 527-
9 1 6 4 or s e n d r £ s u m £ to V&A, 
Christophe Venghiattis, 1701 Hermann 
Drive #3404, Houston, Texas 77004. 

FAMILY IN WEST U. needs graduate 
student to live in our home in exchange 
for babysitting. Non-smoker. Available 
2 /1 /93 . 669-9661. 

FOR SALE/RENT 
QUIET, INTIMATE, small, well-kept 
property. A/C, pool, great location. 
Morgan Manor. 668-6128. 

FOR SALE: Peugot Versailles JJicyde— 
Frame size: 57. Accessories included. 
Very dean and well-maintained. Price 
very negotiable. 792-4250x1018 ,782 
352a 

RICE/VILLAGE. 1-1 in small eightunit 
complex across from Rice. Hardwoods. 
Covered parking. $ 3 1 5 phis bills. No 
pets. 523-0688. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
RESPONSIBLE ADULT Rice grad look-
ing for a one bedroom apartment in Rice 
U. area. Prefer Southhampton or West 
University area. Excellent references. 
Willing to help keep up property also. 
529-4119—Kevin. 

ATTENTION BANDS! April 16th is 
JamFest, a party to strut your stuff. Play 
original tunes or covers. Call Steve at 
Wiess College 630-8814 for info. 

FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to share 
house in Montrose. 2 miles from Rice. 
Furnished. $275 • halfbiUs. 528-6284. 

ADOPT!ON: A Rice graduate and loving 
mom (a school teacher) yearn to share 
ourliveswith newborn. Family picnics, 
home.baked cookies, but most impor-
tantly, a warm and loving family await 
your infant Expenses paid. Call Joan 
and Bob collect so we can talk. (212) 
772-9254. 
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You took classes in 
biology, physics 
and chemistry. 

Now take a class in 
the MCAT. 

Doing well on the MCAT requires a solid understanding of both 
academics and excellent test-taking techniques. Don't settle for 
more egll^ge. You've had the academics required for the MCAT, now 
learn hnw to put them to use and beat the exam. 

Our techniques will improve your MCAT score. Guaranteed. If, after 
completing the entire course, you take the actual test, get your scores 
back and are not satisfied, you may, at any time in the next year, repeat 
the program for free. 

Classes begin February 13 near Rice. 

Please Call 
688-5500 

—Princeton U and ETS are not attlialed wit i The Princeton Review . 
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